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Watch out America! The hype
is coming upon you right now. The
full intent had been to start another
war to distract you and give excuse
to boost the economy in behalf of
Bush. So far the worlcl is not cooperating. Cuba has gone silent, no
pushes from Central or South
America to speak of and there simply is not enough going on in Iraq
to cover a deliberate attack agaiist
Saddam. In the Israeli sector it is
Israel being the bad kid so no luck
there either.
Watch. Korea and the downed
U-2 plane.
That is intended to
cause an incident--prodded on by
the “no longer communists”?
THAT SPY PLANE WAS SHOT
DOWN BY A COSMOSPHERE
AND YOUR MILITARY IS HOLDING ITS BREATH.
You cannot

win anything. in that part of the
world this day. It was really a bad
political mistake to come back into
the colonization by the British
Zionist Crown. You don’t understand--the RELIGIOUS DISORDER
IS
THAT
IS
ALL
INTENDED IN ISRAEL--THE
BANKING MONOPOLY IS IN
SWITZERLAND
RUN
BY
LONDON!
Today, like yesterday, politics
will “remember” its wars and fallen
leaders. In other words you are reliving the “anniversary celebration”
AMERICA WEST
P.O. BOX 986
TEHACHAPI, CA 93581
800-729-4131

of the invasion of a pitiful country
with your “surgical” bombing and,
this weekend, assassination by the
CIA, Mafia and Elite of Martin
Luther King. Was Martin Luther
King a holy and saintly man? NO,
but he was in the way of the Elite

bigots. You ask about Jesse Jackson taking that place of leadership?
He can’t for he succumbed to the
“Royalty” when he joined the Honorary Elite of the Council on Foreign Relations.
What is good-old-bov

Kissin-

ger doinp this week? Finalizi?z_
the establishment of his Kissinper
Associates comvanv in Moscow-WITH GORBACHEV AS PRESIDENT. It, of course, is just simply

“good business”.

Kennedy upd,ate
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I am going to suggest that you
simply set aside all the attacks and
counter-attacks regarding “truth vs.
lies” and you will watch an unraveling of the conspiracy. You can
know this by the Elite posturing of
ones such as Connally,
the
Kennedys and others who were immediately involved. You will, further, see the “Larry King Live”
shows doing a good job of asking
proper questions to bring out .the
absurdity of such a cover-up and
conspiracy. Connally, for instance,
will say there is no connection with
Ruby and no relationship to Oswald
and blabber, blabber, blabber! The
facts are, friends, if you pay attention--these are the very areas of
TRUTH IN DOCUMENTATION
AND NOT SPECULATION!
Let me further suggest that you
pay attention when the autopsy pit-tures, etc., are finally “under intense pressure” released.
THE
AUTOPSY
PICTURES
WERE
TAMPERED
WITH
RIGHT
FROM THE BEGINNING AND
THE FiLMS ARE GOING TO
SHOW A NICE SMOOTH EXITING HOLE IN JOHN’S HEAD--

NOT THE FACTUAL BLOWING
AWAY OF HIS SKULL.
The
scene is getting set to “right” now
and is set up by the very ones who
took part, literally. Why? Because
they have obtained their safe tickets
to Australia by so-doing. If you
think Nellie Connally is not protecting her interests NOW--you are
surely not very observant.
Why would one continue the lie
if truth could “out”? Come now, in
this day after all these years--THEY
HAVE NOTHING TO GAIN AND
EVERYTHING TO LOSE BY
They have
TRUTH-TELLING.
been rewarded handsomely for their
silence and they see only personal
disadvantage to telling. Moreover,
as they would possibly come forward they also sign their own death

warrant for it is easy, easy, easy to
take out such blundering personages
with one beam blast and cardiac arrest. These are very large stakes at
risk f& the Elite.
Remember that the truth of one
incident will open the can of clues
to the dirty truth of all of the others
and show the total involvement of
government, CIA, Mafia and all the
international involvements.
You
must realize that Oswald was not
tangled up in Soviet intrigue and
just “happened” to be in a place
whereby the ‘motorcade would pass-AFTER TIiE
ROUTE WAS
CHANGED
AT THE
LAST
MINUTE! SOMEONE HAD TO
KNOW AND CHANGE THE PARADE ROUTE! THINK ABOUT
IT WITH REAS.ON.
+
‘,H

Unmasking of the CIA
’
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Isn’t it dangerous for us to be
ripping more cover off the CIA?
Indeed! However, when they have
already efforted to silence forever,
my work--and failed--it becomes a
bit more difficult of pull off an
“accidental” death. It is the one(s)
who have spoken out in the past and
continue to do so that I must protect
for they are the ones who will be at
ever increasing risk as people begin

to pay attention to the subject. You
see, it is not what was written before--even though it be. truth--there
was no way to get backup and so
no-one paid enough attention to take
action against a dragon so monstrously gigantic. People tie now
ready to take that information (just
as we are reprinting herein) and
Please see CIA, next page
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I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn,
Commander in Chief, Earth Project
Transition, Pleiades Sector Flight
Command, Intergalactic Federation
Fleet. You may Ml me Hatonn. I
am come in service unto the ONE
GOD of Lighted Creation, iiqd as
“Host” unto His people who will
be brought into His places long
prepared for you.
My own
“Captain”
is
Sananda,
the
Christed Being you have called by
many names--now one totally with
Creator/Creation.
[Sananda:
simply meaning
of/with
God].
We are not “mystical” nor even
“mysterious” aliens.
We are the
“Hosts” sent in preparation for
His return, bringers of Truth according to His promise and to reveal the lies foisted upon you to
claim your souls for the physical
evil’ Elite controllers. We come in
total love and without intent of
force,
coercion
or
judging.
“Judging” is a state of evaluation
of self in the presence of Creator
in which actions iu the physical
experience are evaluated.

The information within the documents revealing
Truth, THE
PHOENIX JOURNALS and LIBERATOR, are the outlays of lies and
hidden facts for which you can find
confirmation.
If you don’t know
the problems and the source of the
problems, you can have no solutions.
I do not “channel”; I transmit
on a frequency attuned to my
“receiver” who is simply a translator of the pulses into English. This
is true of all receivers who receive
from any of this Command come
forth with God for this transition of
species and planet.
The receivers mostly have no
reference for material given until
after the giving and then, only for
their own confirmation and yours.
My petition is that you pay no attention to this resource if it is
confusing
and uncertain
unto
you--LET
TRUTH
STAND
ALONE IN ITS PRESENTA‘TION--THE REST WILL ROG
LOW IN PROPER SEQUENCE.

CIA, cont. from previous page

recognize it as Truth. That is exactly what is happening with “JFK”
the movie. Truth is out there and
REASON compels the proper conclusions and curiosity to check.
DON’T I. HATONN. KNOW
AUTHORS AT RISK?
Of course. Yes, I know exactly
WHERE they are and how to get in
touch by your equipment within
minutes. That does not protect the
persons involved nor allow for the
end result I seek. I want to produce
the work that is unfinished--FOR
the ones in point, not simply get
them into deeper water without
hope of life-ring.
Please allow me to know what I
am doing--the job will be accomplished. My problem is keeping the
thing from coming together so
quickly as to blow the cover. Ones
get very brave after years of struggle but. fail to realize the massive
job yet to be done and the need for
information and services ‘as this
erupts.
Revelations bringers are
going to get targeted HARD. The
entire thought to close-out the CIA
is merely a trumped up idea to
negate the prosecutioh of the involved criminals. Bringing documents public will not be worth
much of anything. Ones who suggest the records will be intact are
simply hoping the documents will
be salvaged by the Elite thinking no
one suspects their actions.
Ones
bright enough to unfold and daring
enough to project the story are not
stupid enough to believe that the
CIA will not tamper with anything
or that the Warren Commission will
simply hand over documents incriminating themselves. It happens
if handled properly and IF the
counter-agents are doing a good job
of duplications. You ARE on the
brink of great revelations.
It is
simply time for YOU to cease being
a gullible, swindled people. You
feel a thing as big as this kind of
treason could not be! I understand
that perception--just hold an openmind and you will be given into the
seeing and the proof. But YOU
will have to demand it not be
dropped and again tucked away.

,Is Bush in trouble?
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Is Bush in trouble? Indeed, indeed. How is this for a bit of indigestion and fainting information-the man was almost taken-out and a
little flu-bug didn’t do it. Worse,
there are problems with the Soviets
and Kissinger-pal. What you have
unfolding is far beyond any kind of
blackmail yet practiced and it is occurring through documents from
both your countries, taken by the
KGB and from abroad--all over the
map.
How many of you are going to
be shocked to find that the shootingdown of flight of Korean Airlines
No. 007--wasn’t? It wasn’t shot
down! It was BROUGHT DOWN
and the crew and most of the passengers were taken prisoner. There
were some important personages on
that plane. It’s all in documentation--by the KGB--and ready to be
released to prove your cover-ups.
You see, the Soviet Union intends
to have the world, old friends--all
of it. You have just asked the antiChrist enemy into your beds.
Do you think the KGB has
changed its spots.3 Come now, little.
children--freedom has not jumped
all over you.
OTHER TID-BITS TO
TANTALIZE
What is really giving Bush a
sick stomach? Oh, how would he
like a little KGB revelation about
secret files removed from the vaults
of the KGB? Hundreds of secret
files, including a big, voluminous
dossier of Henry Kissinger and
other Republican power brokers.
These nice documents are being
offered for sale to Western publishers and the diplomatic correspondents know of the blackmail. This was dumped as a very
large load of you-know-what
as
Bush started his heavy handed
dealings
with
the
Japanese.
There was no tlu-bug--if this dam
bursts, dear ones, revealing the
truth of all the undercoveq;de&
ings, subversion, corruption and
crimes in Washington, it will be
far worse than any Watergate
ever coqjured.

The Soviets said they would

take America (in fact, the world)
without having to fire a bullet. You
have put criminals in office who
have done the job for them.
I know you want the details of
these above topics but I can’t cover
them all this day for I must move
on with the CIA information already begun. We will be getting
details and backup from many
sources very soon now and get
some relief for Dharma. However,
it is yet premature and no way to
get it timely to our own readers
who have so backed and supported
our unfolding in the face of
ridicule, denouncement and total assault. I think you ones will find realistic interest picking up right away
now as things unfold and somehow
old Hatonn and Brotherhood will
not look so far-fetched or fantastic,
I shall try to give a whole day to
the details of our topics, perhaps
tomorrow. I would further say to
you who are just beginning to look
around that you have the best education right in the JOURNALS that
you will receive and you are only
just begun. However, ‘I am most
pleased to see that a distributor right
out of California has nine full pages
of titles which cover all of these
“secret” subjects. Some are worthless and deceiving--but many are
EXCELLENT.
Further, America
West will always make available
any and all material I ask for in
confirmation or give resource availability.
I suggest you could all have a
short-cut if you just get your act together and let’s get Gritz into a pOsition of “house-cleaning”.
Further, if you want names, places and
full confirmation--get ready for
Coleman’s book. The first portion
is almost ready for the final press
and when it hits--the activities will
burst. Please let us give these daring men some support on a most
human level--publicity is what will
keep them healthy--I can only keep
them alive as long as they themselves allow it. What happens to
intended leaders rests in the hands
of you-the-people. We can protect
the leaders who CAN MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE--BUT
NOT
IF
Please see BUSH, next page
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YOU ASK NOT FOR THEY ARE
NOT EXPECTED TO GIVE ALL
THAT YOU HAVE TO GIVE
NOTHING! There are ones who
have tried to tell you for decades
and decades--how it is and you have
plugged your ears and avoided their
outlay--calling them traitors and
liars. There are ones from years
back such as Arthur Robinson,
Antony Sutton--Victor Marchetti.
There are newspapers and newsletters with brave men who continued
to tell even after infiltration by the
very enemy himself. Perhaps the
hardest of all has been the confronting of the system of the Religious Orders which slowly ate away
at the very Truth of even God.
Then there are the recent ones who
speak out in full knowing of consequences for they have seen the nation fall into the clutches of your
enemies.
These are the Gritzes,
Colemans,
Stockwells,
Joneses,
Bacques and Mullinses; These, and
more, shall be the ones remembered
in the history of this world as the
Socrateses, Esuses and Light of
Civilization.
What legacy WILL
YOU LEAVE
YOUR GENERATIONS TO COME AFTER?
BUT WHAT DOES BUSH
3
JXJNG?
I think I have loosed the can of
“curiosities” and will have to respond enough to quiet my own
scribe. Today’s watch has turned
into something like the KGB files-bulging and bursting to be told. So,
we’ll try to do a bit of .everything
this morning.
Let us look at a scenario which
might be considered pretty “typical”
in outlay. The entire detailed scenario is followed and not one item
is missed by your friendly KGB because your Intelligence Cults have
been in coalition for a very long
time now. After all, Mr. Bush was
head Cultist Master if you remember your history at all.
A typical KGB case file would
trace the trail of a bomb smuggled
into the luggage compartment of a
passenger aircraft, as an example,
as follows:
As the charge explodes, the giant jetliner breaks apart in the sky
and plunges to earth, killing all
aboard. The bereaved families of

the victims and their government
blame a notorious secret service for
this terrorist outrage and demand
the extradition of two undercover
agents who allegedly placed the
bomb aboard the aircraft.
But the powerful secret service
chief (Cult-Master) protects his
agents, hides them behind cover
jobs, blocks all extradition demands
and finally frames an innocent man
(like some likely Libyan or a John
Demjanjuk) for the crime, thus
aborting any hope of justice.
The case history, however, will
not actually refer to a specific Arab
nation such as Libya or Syria. The
secret service chief behind the two
murderous undercover agents is, of
course, George Bush, the former
director of the CIA . The scenario is an accurate description of
how a Cuban Airlines flight, No.
455, was brought down over Barbados on, say, October 6, 1976 by
two CIA operatives identified as
Luis Posada and Freddy Lugo.
Sprung from prison, on diit
orders from Bush, Posada still
works for the CIA in an undercover Latin American job.

A more recent and better example; take a “Gates” who is involved
in crime up to and over his head-simply make him HEAD of the
CIA. Well, there is risk involved
in doing this because the ones who
are in the. CIA who actually serve
nation and citizen will not sit still
forever and--as others are brave
enough to speak out and proof of
incidents can be verified--the balloon will eventually burst.
Back to the Cuban incident: An
innocent anti-Castro militant, Orlando Bosch, framed by the CIA,
spent more than a decade in prison
for a crime he did not commit.
Ironically, Bush did not order
the downing of the Cuban airliner!
Things just took their natural route
of “screw-ups”. The CIA’s plan
was to explode the bomb as the
plane was being refueled on the
ground at Seawell Airport in
Barbados, thus causing embarrassment
and
disruption
to
Cuba’s communist
government,
rather than human casualties.
It

is hard enough to work, however,
when the agents are ALL ON
YOUR SIDE--but when you have a
confusing mass of counter-agents
and they are THE SAME, things
get unwieldy. In this incident as
with other
innumerable
CIA

schemes, it went awry in a big way:
Disaster was the result. Bush, who
was serving as the CIA’s top boss
(Cult-Master) at the time, was directly responsible.
SO VVILJT?
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(has) cost you your life and your
nation. Yes indeed, ONE WORLD
GOVERNMENT--NEW
WORLD
ORDER--THEIRS!
Ah indeed, the Noriega case in
Florida will undoubtedly take an
interesting turn now as these KGB
files float around! It is going to
prove that the sordid Panama mess
was the CIA’s fault and who, but
WHO, was in charge--oh surely
not, Mr. Bush.

So--now you have a massive
cover-up, blame and condemnation
on a convenient scale at play. You
have the Bush Administration now
demanding the extradition of two
SO FINALLY. AT LEAST,
alleged Libyan undercover agents
HATONN CAN’T TAG IS,
accused of having been involved in
RAEL?
the tragic downing of a Pan Am
jetliner over Lockerbie, Scotland
Oops! Sorry about that! Let us
some two years ago. That crash
look
at another little scenario:
was a VERY emotional accident-Zaire.
Here, with the joint efforts
it took out your children of prime
of the Mossad (Israel’s secret serworth and superior intelligence.
vice)
the CIA has installed and
Oops, now we get into backfire pomaintained
in power a corrupt milsition.
It is not as easy as it was to itary dictator very. much like Norsimply railroad Demjanjuk for the iega in Panama--Mobutu Sese Seko.
criminal alliance--Libya simply ar- The Bush Administration now faces
rested the two accused operatives a crisis very similar to the Reagan
and has offered international jurists regime’s long drawn-out Noriega
to act as observers of its investiga- troubles. After running a regime
tion of the case. But, as you might even more brutal and oppressive
guess, Bush, who knows the truth than Panama’s and looting his
of the agents, wants the suspects, country on a far larger scale,
and their chief, extradited to the Mobutu is on the down-slide. The
U.S. wherein there can be no trial U.S. is very anxious to see him go
with results other than as Bush de- and has been pushing every way
possible to get Mobutu to hand over
mands.
Why won’t Libya play ball? power to the opposition and simply
Because you blundered, America-you have shown what you will do
with a citizen in defiance of all
Constitutional Rights--just like you
exttudited John Demjanjuk to Isme1 and stripped him of his rightful U.S. citizenship and sent him
to his death-AN
INNOCENT
MAN-you have no honor nor integrity. Further, you have a citizenry who will DO NOTHING
BUT HELP HANG THE INNOCENT BEINGS ALL THE WHILE
DENOUNCING AND ACCUSING
WHEN YOU KNOW NOTHING
OF TRUTH OR JUSTICE.

retire into a billionaire’s comfortAfter all, it has
able exile.
worked before and might work
again--it did in Moscow--touche!?

But--Mobutu, much like Noriega, has entrusted his personal
Ah--both ends
safety to who?
against the middle--the Mossad and
his elite guard battalion trained and
armed by Israeli agents. “Advisers”
from the Mossad, the Mideast
“innocent’s” secret service, are in
charge of Mobutu’s security apparatus. Leaning ‘on these mercenaries and their coalition with Big
Brother through a new treaty with
the Soviets (like in KGB), Mobutu
has managed to defy every argument and pressure the White House
has mustered for his ouster. Just as
eventually always happens--CIA--it
is the enemy come within which
shall bring your destruction.
Apparently, as in the Noriega
case, direct military intervention
will be necessary to remove this

But back to the subject in point-KGB.
The KGB has records,
names and places and can nail the
guilty parties right on the nose--for
after all, they helped set it up. You
see, since the Soviet Union has
turned into the lighted path of
democracy and disbanded this terrible KGB--they are just willing and
able to tell all of the old stories.
Ah, and you thought they were
serving God and the U.S.? A bit of Please see BUSH, next page
this kind of misunderstanding can
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Was ICAL 007 shot down?
AA
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No--passengers, including Sen.
Larry McDonald and crew, have
been held and if you play your
cards correctly right now, America,
are still being held right in the good
old “priorly” Soviet Union. I guess
properly it is the “former” Soviet
Union.
It might be interesting to note
that the facts SORT OF LEAKED
OUT right from, of all places,
Jerusalem.
So what did happen to that
plane: It was hit and damaged by
two rockets launched by the Soviet
pilot, Col. Osipovich, from his SU15 fighter plane; the Korean Boeing
747 did not go out of control of its
pilots.
The airliner had a very nice soft
landing near Sakhalin--an island occupied by the Soviet Union and
which the Japanese and Soviets
have both claimed, at least since the
end of World War II.
Begins to get sticky, doesn’t it?
Japan? Oh my goodness, could it

be? It does look a bit suspicious in
several ways, does it not? Oh, not.
yet--not suspicious yet? OK, how
about I remind you who Larry McDonald is. He was a very active
political personage against the established political parties in the
U.S.--he was a leader in the John
Birch Society and therefor classified
as a populist type of libertarian
troublemaker. McDonald has been
danced in and out of several prisons
right in Moscow and the passengers
were divided among various camps.
The children were immediately
placed in orphanages in one of the
Soviet Middle Asian republics.
The final version of your Establishment media of the fate of the
plane, although nothing ever reported added up to anything, was
that the plane went down at sea with
no survivors. Immediate dispatches
from the area, disseminated within
minutes of the attack on Sept. 1,
1983, told a far different story--if
anyone noticed.
Associated Press, for example,

in an “oops” of all time--reported
KAL 007 “with 269 people landed
safely early today on the Soviet
island of Sakhalin.”
Even Mc-

Donald’s brother said, “We’ve
heard from the State Department the
plane is down and the passengers
are safe. ” Even Korean Air Lines
officials initially said the craft
landed on Sakhalin Island.
Would it then not appear that
someone is not telling you-the-people the truth? Would there not
seem to be some interesting things
going on regarding the JapaneseSoviet relationship
over those
Sakhalin Islands?
Your work would seem to be
cut out for you, America. There
isn’t going to be anyone to do it
FOR you so isn’t it about time you
“bit the bullet” and got on with the
It may not save
house-cleaning?
your nation as you would desire,
but it will give you opportunity for
change. You may even come to see
your so-called enemy in a different
light from time to time as we move

Law Center Update
What cases are the Law Center ,
working on at this time? Here is
just a brief sketch of some immediate concerns.
,coPs

Many of YOUhave. no doubt.
BUSH, cont. from previous page

seen or flicked by the television
program on the FOX broadcasting
network titled “Cops”. It has come
to our attention that during a recent
airing of the program the announcer
was heard to say throughout the
program, ”--all suspects
are presumed to be innocent a
they are proven guilty.” In point of
legal fact, the correct statement
should be, ”P-P
all suspects are presumed innocent unless
and until they are later proven
guilty in a court of law. ”
Such casual (or deliberate)
oversight and misrepresentation in a
program being broadcast to literally
millions of people (most of whom
are not informed in law) is not
something that should be allowed to
continue unchecked.
The Law
Center has been in communication
with the FOX network legal counsel
in an effort to insist upon accuracy
over such a key statement.

corrupt CIA puppet. The details of
the Zaire crisis suggest the scandalous Panama affair was not simply a case of Noriega’ s crooked
rule. The main blame for these
criminal and obstinate tyrannies
should 8rest where it belongs--in
Washington, with the CIA and its
involvement in drugs and illegal
business scams. It won’t be as simple to hop over to Zaire as it was to
Panama, however,
though the
stakes are as high--but a little
blackmail by the KGB is awfully
embarrassing right now just when
you need a good little war to protect
THE DANN BAND
humanitarian rights. Apparently the
approach of the Bush administration
Many of you will recall that the
is to send the humans “home to
God” as the solution to the misad- Law Center has been investigating
the recent strong arm tactics by the
ventures of wanton dictators.
,,
I, $9) .?
<Jo”,,
“A’Jvt, I4

0

along.
Can God’s people survive? Absolutely! But I suggest you start
with a very careful look at self--so
see if YOU fit into the category
I can
truly of “God’s child”.
promise you that your interpretation
of human physical demoralization is
not conducive to fitting into the
mold of “God’s child”.
Oberli, please pass this information along to the Constitutional
Law Center for it is mandatory that
they begin shutting down the murder of Demjanjuk through the guilty
parties who broke all the laws right
in the State Department of the U.S.
Then personally, Gene,
of A.
Scott, etc., had better make it clear
that international LAW will come
upon Israel like the blight of God if
they harm one hair on John’s head
before this can be heard before the
world. You must begin to help the
demons devour themselves lest they
never see the errors of their ways.
Shamir is already in trouble but it is
a massive facade of pretend. You
are being manipulated by the masters in the game. Get that man back
into the U.S.A. as quickly as possible--if it is not yet too late. The
intent is to execute him before you
can accomplish that task. The Constitutional Law Center can do it by
title alone!
Go for it, brothers.
And you Americans, wake up and
DO SOMETHING FOR YOUR
ENTRAPPED BROTHER!
ARE
YOU WORTHY OF GODNESS
OR HAVE YOU EARNED THAT
WHICH YOU ARE RECEIVING?
THE FATE OF AN INNOCENT

U.S. Bureau of Land Management
against the Dann Band, of the
Western Shoshone in Nevada. The
Law Center is continuing in its efforts to examine alternative legal
measures which may be available as
recourse to the Dann members.
The Law Center has been in
touch with legal counsel for the
Dann Band, as well as with other
Native American groups. While the
Law Center became apprised of this
MAN RESTS IN YOUR HANDS
situation very far down the road,
AS TO WHETHER OR NOT YOU
there is a road ahead as well which
WILL ALLOW SUCH HEINOUS
may take some interesting turns.
used

TREATMENT

MANUEL NQJUIZ?

OF A FELLOW-

CITIZEN. I CARE NOT WHAT
YOU “THINK” ABOUT IT--JOHN
DEMJANJUK IS AN AMERICAN

Why would the Law Center be CITIZEN BY LAW OF THE
interested in Manuel Noriega of CONSTITUTION
THE
OF
Panama? For those of you who UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
read the recent LIBERATOR article
ALL OF YOU WHO HAVE BEby Dr. Coleman on the Noriega
GUN AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP
trial, you will realize that all is not
THROUGH NATURALIZATION
as it appears to be by a very long HAD BEST LOOK AT THIS FOR
shot. The Constitutional Law CenALL OF YOU, SAVE THE
ter has been in contact with Nor- AMERICAN NATIVE INDIANS
iega’s legal counsel and there is an (HUMANS), FIT THE MOLD OF
Please see LAW, next page

Please +2 007, next page
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You who read and effort to
“act” are frustrated and abashed because it appears hopeless and overwhelming in scope. Yes, it is large
but you must remember the world is.
run by a Committee of only 300
and “they”. must solicit assistance
from ones who expect something
very large in return.
Let us example David Duke and
the Dallm~ Motiing ‘News today.
There was a typical biased interview
but the answers were good and the
challenges met quite satisfactorily.
Remember that the paper is one of
the leaders of the organized EstabThe front page
lishment press.
story was splashed in bold outline
across the paper and all contents
were cut and slashed and it appeared that Duke was still a crossburning torture-monger.
Then go to the next story presented for the day: “Mort Sahl hits
LAW, cont. from previous page

investigation of documents and procedures taking place.
JOHN DEMJANJUK

The LIBERATOR has run a
number of articles concerning the
blatant railroading of this innocent
man to the very eve of death at the
hands of the Israeli courts. The
Law Center has been in contact
with various parties involved in this
life and death matter.
U.S.
Representative
James
Traficant has been one of the very
few individuals brave enough to
even suggest that Demjanjuk is not
Ivan the Terrible as he is accused of
being. Traficant has also worked
on Demjanjuk’s behalf for years,
against all odds,.
The Law Center is in direct
communication with Traficant and
Demjanjuk’s legal counsel. There
has also been communication by the
Law Center directly to Israeli officials
Prior to the Israeli Supreme
Court’s Dec. recess the Demjanjuk
hearings were held in large theatertype courtrooms for large attendance; since Jan 15 they have been
held in very small courtrooms with
restricted access--we hope this
means a more realistic approach on
the part of the Court. @

another target. ” Then Mort Sahl
presents on stage and in interview
an Oliver Stone bashing.
Dear
ones, FACTS are that the movie is
Either way--right or
correct.
wrong--Oliver Stone made a motion
picture which only presented an alternative aspect of “A” STORY. If,
indeed, the story is so unreal and
so false--what difference?? Oliver
Stone made a motion picture
which is business-wise doing well.
He claims to be a movie maker-Why the fuss
not a politician.
from the Established media and
Zionist masters?
Let me tell you if you don’t
know.
There is a lot you don’t
seem to understand even after I
tell you and tell you and tell you!
The
Zionist
movement
wit.h
homeland is a fabrication--not of
“Hebrew Jewry” but of, hold
your breath: British Intelligence-MI6 and JlO. The Anti-Defamation League (ADL) and the head
of the fact-finding committee of
the ADL is one Irwin Suail, also
known as John Graham. Oh yes
indeed, you will get all sorts of
denials-40
FIND OUT THE
FACTS; IT IS WELL DOCUMENTED! Sue1 is, in reality, the
James Bond of the ADL.
If you can’t remember the
story of Iraq and Kuwait, I sug007, cont. from previous page

gest you put down your yellow
flag and start studying
your
world situation.
YOU, AMERICA, FOUGHT A WAR IN THE
MIDDLE EAST PURELY AND
SIMPLY
AT THE ORCHFSTRATION OF THE COMMITTEE OF 300 AND ,THE BRITISH
CROWN.
Great Britain has been

RIGHT

UNTIL

YOU

KNOW

YOUR ENEMY!!!

SECURITY
Why would I cover one man’s
name and then advertise another’s?
Because I have a purpose in the first
as well as in the latter.
I am compiling the integration
of that which went wrong in tidbits
enough to cause you to pay attention--THEN, you must move on for
self and glean Truth as to your
plight NOW and know the players.
John Coleman knows me and comes
under my direct protection.
The.
authors in point regarding the CIA
document I am utilizing do not realize, yet, that they are working
with me. They will be quite surprised as they note that there are no
coincidences.

controlling your nation since your
war of 1812 and now totally controls you. Wherever you find war
and unrest--you will find Great
Britain sneaking behind the scenes
utilizing the Zionists, the Americans, the CIA and any of their other
arms of operations. You are literally pawns of the British Crown-with operations instructions from
the Committee of 300 with the major ranking control club--THE
CLUB OF ROME.
I believe you DO want information and rather than go back and
read 48 JOURNALS and still have
SPEAKING OF
missing pieces in this particular area
COINCIDENCES
of action--you must have Dr. Coleman’s book which I believe will be
For the Constitution Law Cenentitled: CONSPIRATORS’ HIER- ter, please:
Gene Dixon, please
ARCHY: THE STORY OF THE take note that as you work on the
COMMITTEE OF 300.
illegal activities in taking away
Please, do not go forth and an- Demjanjuk’s citizenship arbitrarily,
nounce that this author or that au- with malice and illegally--you have
thor already wrote “all that stuff”. now contacted those who KNOW
They have not and the ones who ALL THOSE LAWS BY HEART.
have done so have utilized Dr. Rubino, in the Noriega railroad setColeman’s intelligence information. up, knows all there is to know
You are being provided, readers, about the subject and will be most
with Truth--most of it totally happy to share with you. Utilize
“original”
from
the
“horse’s every avenue made available to you
mouth ” . Yes there is some excel- for you will find the instructions in
lent resource for information and ALL of these various and sundry
many good volumes. I tell- you, cases originate right back to the
however, as to the hierarchy of the White House as a functional being
controllers--THIS IS THE BOOK. of this Committee of 300~Club of
I urge you spell-checkers to move Rome. Many of these cases are
in your preparations--that book balloons to see how much the public
needs to be out NOW. We care not will allow and .I believe you note
if words are out of order or mis- that the public will allow any- and
spelled--GET THAT BOOK PUB- every-thing. Not only will they alLISHED WHILE YOU STILL low it but they will feast upon the
CAN DO SO.
THERE IS NO blood of the victim and trample the
OTHER SOURCE WHICH CAN path to the Elite door in bended
EVEN BEGIN TO MEASURE-UP homage to the beast. Do they love
TO THE INSIGHT AND DOCU- to bend to Caesar or evil? No, they
MENTATION.
PUBLISH IT IN just don’t know any better for the
PORTIONS IF YOU CAN’T GET Truth has not been given them so
IT READY IMMEDIATELY BUT that they can understand the total
GET IT FLOWING! I DO NOT control of practiced brainwashing.
WISH TO DEVOTE THE LZBERYou who have been following
ATOR TO THIS MATTER IN TO- my work know of the Protocols and

ANCESTORS FROM ABROAD!
WHERE ARE YOUR YELLOW
FLAGS IN SUPPORT OF THIS
INNOCENT MAN BEING MURDERED BECAUSE OF A LIE
PERPETRATED AGAINST THE
WHOLE PLANET? MUST YOU
COMPOUND YOUR INSANE
BEHAVIOR
AND
INSULT
AGAINST GOD OF CREATION?
STOP THIS THING!
Dharma, I haven’t time to now
begin on the CIA past material. Let
us attend our other business of this
day and we can start afresh. It is a
time of great happenings, great
change and opportunity to move a
world from the darkness into the
light--but the “piper” must be paid
and the enemy recognized. So be
it.
In total love and willingness to
assist--I stand aside that you may TAL BUT YOU ARE NEVER GOget at your other labor. Salu.
ING TO SET ANYTHING TO
Hatonn to clear, please. 0
POLITICAL
AND
POWER

Please see 300, next page
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There is no humming and hawManifest6 wherein the blueprint has ing--they will tell you right up
been laid for generations. I shall front that Lucifer is their God. I
undoubtedly have to publish the list tell you that Lucifer is the fallen
of actions again soon but let us as- god kicked out of the places of
sume you remember the one, two, Holy God. These Olympians bethree order of world take-over.
lieve they have been charged with
Now, I am going to take the lib- implementing the following by
erty of utilizing a small section of that divine right.
Well, they
Coleman’s treatise as presented in a have! The only problem is that it
form easily perceived. The goals of is the Dark God of physical dithe secret elite group which calls it- mension who intends to claim all
self the “Olympians” (these are the which is YOURS by the divine
Elite of the Elite ‘in the Club of right of Lighted God of Hosts.
Rome/Committee of 300). These They intend to control all mateindividuals sincerely believe that rial physical things and your
By the way--THE intellithey hold the Royal right of Divine SOUL.
gence arm of this group and, acaction through their god, Lucifer,
and the other legendary gods. tually, all groups of secret intelli-

Law center
acts in Canada
No, not yet! But when a couple
of (American) citizens from the
freedom loving
U.S.
of A.
attempted to exercise rights of free
speech in Canada, the Constitutional Law Center was able to
extend a helping hand across the
border.
It seems that America West
Publishers, George Green and his
lovely wife, Desire&, were invited
guest speakers to several programs
in Vie-toria and Vancouver to speak
on the subject of UFO’s.
The strong Jewish corn-munity
of these cities, wrongly informed in
their knowledge of history but eager
to stop George and Desire& from
speaking their philosophy,
put
tremendous
pressure
on
the
management of the several hotels
and caused the hotels to cancel the
appearances.
That is when the Constitutional
Law Center was asked to intervene
and after hours of instructing and
educating persons north of the
border on the value of honoring
written contracts and protecting free
speech--the show is going on! One
hotel relented and the other
managed an alternative site--good,
because the controversy is mushrooming attendance.
This was an important endeavor
for the Constitutional Law Center
but such activity is becoming very
commonplace in the U.S. of A.
But the real heros here are George
and Desire6 Green. Our Constitutional Law Center salutes them
for their integrity and bravery. 0

gence organizations except formerly
in Germany, is the Royal Institute
of International Affairs (RIIF).
You will need to know this so that
the understanding comes quickly
when you get your hands on the
well-written and organized operations manual for the group from Dr.
Coleman.
So, let us look at the list following as I brief it down for I am
not going to give this book in parts
as I have others for it is necessary
that you have the information as
laid forth and in proper order of
outlay. You will not be bored as it
reads more like a Who’s Who of
James Bondsville. This outlays the
present working blueprint for the
taking of your world--the operations
manual for the Protocols/Manifesto
of Global Conquest One World
Government--Plan 2000.
Thank you, Dr. Coleman:
GOALS

OF THE COMMJTTEF
OF 300

(1) A One World governmentNew World Order with a unified
churqh and monetary system under their direction.
Not many
people are aware that the One
World Government began setting
its
“church”
iu
the
up
192O’s/193O’s, for they (Editors:
please do not correct s’s to z’s as
John writes in the “King’s English” and spells thusly) realised
the need for a religious belief inherent in mankind to have an
outlet and, therefore, set up a
“church” body to channel that
belief in the direction they desired. ,m: The changing of spiritual impact and thrust into the

physical “blood”, -“death”, crucifixion”, “no responsibility for actions” and “rapture”,
“mysticism”, “astrology” and “Jewish
homeland at all and any costs” is
a direct offshoot of this “uew”
religion.
In other words, a
shifting of goals from the spiritual
into the physical display and actions for achievement.]
(2) The utter destruction of all
national
identity and national
pride.
(3) The destruction of religion
and more especially the Christian
religion, with the one exception,
their own creation
mentioned
above.
(4) Control of each and every
person through means of mind
control and what Brzenzinski call
“technotronics” which would create human-like robots and a system of terror beside which Felix
Dzerzinski’s Red Terror will look
like children at play.
m: This
won’t make a lot of sense at the
moment but I intend to break
down the Brzenzinski book which
he wrote as a mandate from the
Club of Rome. I have given you
the breakdown of “technotronics”
but I fear you won’t put it together with this scenario.
YOU
are shocked each time I write of
duplicates
and robotic duplicate-s
YOU HAVE
and synthetics.
THEM NOW AND THEY ARE
PRESENT IN MASSIVE NUMBERS AND HAVE BEEN VERY
PROFUNCTIONAL
AND
GRAMMED
FOR DECADES.
THERE WERE A HALF DOZEN
RUNNING
A“OSWALDS”
ROUND DALLAS AND PLACES
THEREABOUTS
AT
THE
TIME
OF
THE
KENNEDY
MURDER.
You must catch up
with the story for you have been
deliberately kept in the darkness
and ignorant of these things by
telling you it is not technically
“possible”. Ah, it is possible and
You are NOW IN
it IS NOW!
THE FUTURE!]
(5) An end to all industrialisation and the production of nuclear generated electric power in
what they call “the post-industrial
zero-growth society”.
Exempted
are the computer and service industries. United States industries
that remain will be exported to
countries such as Mexico where
abundant slave labour is avail-

able. Unemployables in the wake
of industrial destruction will either become opium-heroin and or
cocaine addicts, or become statistics in the elimination process we
know today as Global 2000. [H:
If you think this is also farfetched, then try this fact on for
size: The Global 2000 Plan annihilates a minimum of 100 million
Americans alone, by year 2050.
They HOPE to have it accomplished by year 2000.1
(6) Legalisation of drugs and
pornography.
(7) Depopulation of large cities
according to the trial run carried
out by the Pol Pot regime in
Cambodia.
It is interesting to
note that Pol Pot’s genocidal
plans were drawn up here in the
United States by one of the Club
of Rome’s research foundations.
It is also interesting that the
Committee is presently seeking to
reinstate the Pol Pot butchers in
Cambodia.
[H: Remember that
Please see 300, next page
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there must be a trial run on any
tactics and notice that you will
find global chaos as focus or distractions as they are being tested.
The impact is always one of total
horror (as with the Vietnam test
on individual and total control of
troops) so that the very image of
having to face such monsters prevents the citizens of the world
from taking a stand against the
Elite. Please note that in the nations where the pressure and control have been worst, however,
many are willing to fight and die
for the prevention of the return of
the beasts.]
(8) Suppression of all scientific
development
except
for those
deemed beneficial by the Committee. Especially targeted is nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. Particularly hated are the
fusion experiments presently being scorned and ridiculed by the
Committee and its jackals of the
press. Development of the fusion
torch would blow the Committee’s conception of “limited natural resourcess” right out of the
window. A fusion torch properly
used could .create unlimited untapped natural resources from the
most ordinary substances. Fusion
torch uses are legion and would
benefit mankind
in a manner
which is as yet not even remotely
comprehended by the public.
(9) Cause by means of limited
wars in the advanced countries,
and by means of starvation and
d&eases in Third World countries, the death of 3 billion people
by the year 2000, people they call
“useless eaters”. The Committee
of 300 commissioned Cyrus Vance
to write a paper on this subject of
how best to bring about such
genocide.
The paper was pr*
duced under the, title the “Global
2000 Report” and was accepted
and approved for action by President Carter, for and on behalf of
the U.S. Government,
and accepted by Edwin Muskie, then
Secretary of State.
Under the
terms of the Global 2000 Report,
the population
of the United
States is to be reduced by 100
million by the year 2050.
[H: Dr. Coleman will tell you
to make a list of members as he
rolls them off to you so that you
can begin to study the news as

they
coming
to
the
keep
forefront.
Some will be names
you don’t recognize only to find
them popping up everywhere and
always serving and presenting a
lie of goals.
Cyrus Vance is a
good one to watch as a for
instance
for he is constantly
running around in the East Bloc
nations in the name of the UN
peace keeping forces.
“They”
have their people in all political
power places, dear ones.]
(10)
To weaken the moral
fiber of the &ion and to demoraliie workers in the labour class
by creating mass unemployment.
As jobs dwindle due to the postindustrial zero-growth policies introduced by the Club of Rome,
demoralised
and
discouraged
workers will resort to alcohol and
drugs. The youth of the land will
be encouraged by means of rock
music and drugs to rebel against
the status quo, thus undermining
and eventually
destroying
the
family unit.
In this regard The
Committee of 300 commissioned
Tavistock Institute [H:Tavistock
Institute for Human Relations--a
part
of
sussex
University;
Britain’s Psychological
Warfare
Bureau.] to prepare a blueprint
as to how this could be achieved.
Tavistock directed Stanford Research
(Institute)
[H: Getting
close to home is it not?] to undertake the work under the direction
of Professor Willis Harmon. This
work later became known as “The
Aquarian Conspiracy”.
[H: Ed Y ., please take note
for you will be hearing much
more about SRI and I thank you
for the information just sent to
me regarding the Institute. There
are incredibly dangerous beams
being sent from that installation
and there are no “countering” stations in the area save my own.
People have to wake up and some
they
will
realize
how
day
(literally) lucky they are to have
various ones of our people in the
vicinity where these games are
played.]
(11)
To keep people everywhere from deciding their own
destinies by means of one created
crisis after another and then
“managing” such crises. This will
confuse and demoralise the pop
ulation to the extent where, faced
with too many choices, apathy on
a massive scale will result. In the

case of the United States, an
agency for crisis management is
already in place. It is called the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA), whose existence
I first disclosed in 1980.
There
will be more on FEMA as we proteed.
(12)
TO introduce new cults
and continue to boost those already functioning which include
rock “music” gangsters.
[H: For
instance you will find the group,
Rolling Stones, favoured by European Black Nobility-and,
too,
remember they were favorites of
the Reagans.
The “rock” groups
which began with “The Beatles”
were created by Tavistock.]
To continue to build UP
(13)
the cult of Christian fundamenu&m begun by the British East

murder of four of Mary Knoll’s
so-called nuns in El Salvador a
few years ago.
The four nuns were Communist subversive agents and their
activities were widely documented
by the government of El Salvador.
The United States press
and news media refused

to give

any space or coverage to the mass
of documentation in possession of
Salvadorian
government,
the
which
proved
documentation
what the Mary Knoll Mission
nuns were doing in the countrY.
Mary Knoll is in service in many
countries, and played a leading
role in bringing Communism to
Rhodesia, Mozambique,
Angola
and

South

Afha-

(16)
To cause a total collapse Of the world’s eCOn0mk-S
and
engender total political chaos.
India Company’s servant, Darby,
(17)
To take control of all
which
will
be
misused
to
strengthen the Zionist state of B+ foreign and domestic policies of
rael through identifying with the the United States(18)
To give the fullest sup
Jews through the myth of “God’s
Chosen

People”

and

by

donating

very
substantial
amounts
of
money to what thev mistakenlv believe is a relim’ms cause in the
furtherunce of Christian&.
[H:
Zionism,
remember,
is
not
“religious”--it is a POLITICAL
PARTY!]
(14)
To press for the spread
of religious cults such as the
Moslem
Brotherhood,
Moslem
fundamentalism,
the Sikhs, and
to carry out experiments of the
“Jim Jones” and “Son of Sam”
type of murders.
It is worth
noting that the late Ayatollah
Khomeini
was a creation
of
British Intelligence
Military-Intelligence Division 6, commonly
known as M16, as I reported in
my 1985 work, “What Really
Happened in Iran”.
(15)
To export
“religious
liberation”
ideas
around
the
world so as to undermine all existing religions but more especially the Christian religion. This
began with “Jesuit Liberation
Theology” which brought about
the downfall of the Somoza family
rule in Nicaragua and which is
today destroying
El Salvador,
now 25 years into a “civil war”,
Costa Rica and Honduras.
One
very active entity engaged in socalled liberation theology is the
Communist-oriented
Mary Knoll
Mission.
This accounts for the
extensive media attention to the

POti

t0

SUpI2llUltiOUal
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such as the United Nations (UN),
the International Monetary Fund
(@IF), the Bank of International
!%tlements
(BIS), the World
Court and, as far as possible,
make local institutions of lesser
effect by gradually phasing them
ont or’ bringing them under the
mantle of the United Nations.
(19)
To penetrate and subvert all governments, and work
from within them to destroy the
sovereign integrity of nations rep
resented by them.
(20)
Organise a world-wide
terrorist apparatus and negotiate
with terrorists whenever terrorist
activities take place. It will be recalled that it was Bettino Craxi
who persuaded the Italian and
U.S. governments
to negotiate
with the Red Brigades kidnappers
of Prime Minister Moro and General Dozier. As an aside, General
Dozier is under orders not to talk
about what happened to him.
Should he break that silence, he
will no doubt be made “a horrible
example of” in the manner in
Please see 300, next page
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Now since, again, I have filled
the document with other subjects
than the one on the CIA cult, I shall
offer one more bit of insight.
300, cont. from previous page

which Kissinger dealt with Aldo
Moro, Ali Bhutto and General
Zio ul Hag. m: In this book you
will also find the line of ascent of
one Henry Kissinger and -how he
real
or
everything,
is into
robotoid.
You are already noting, I hope, that Henry Kissinger
is into EVERYTHING--EVERYWHERE!]
(21)
TAKE CONTROL OF
EDUCATION
IN
AMERICA
WITH THE INTENT AND PURPOSE
OF
UTTERLY
AND
COMPLETELY
DESTROYING
IT. H-I: If you can’t see the results in perfection of this attack
then I suppose we have nothing to
discuss for the blindness may be
terminal. This is a demand in the
Blueprint of the Protocols and it
has not only been attempted--IT
BEEN
ACCOMHAS
PLISHED!!!]
*****THANK YOU, JOHN*****

If the foregoing seems a thrust
on my part to “advertise”, then indeed, I have made my point. I realize that I give you suggestions as
to books to obtain, constantly--this
is a “MUST” if you wish to be informed. Others have written and I
give great honor to ones such as
Eustace Mullins who writes from
research ‘which is incredible and
easily confirmed by documentation.
Others write from experience such
as the story in point on the CIA. It
is that “experience” backed by the
documented “confirmation” which
gives you the unequivocal proof you
claim to seek.
If you will do your homework,
Hatonn can get back to the wondrous and glorious things of the
Universe which await you who will
choose the Lighted Path. I do not
like the blasts and denials and the
destruction any more than do you,
but I will serve in my mission as
long as there is a breath of life on
your planet wishing to find
TRUTH. So be it.

We received a letter from one in
Sedona who signs his work, Elysian
Dawn and Lanto. Sananda relieved
me of the duty to respond for which
I am most appreciative since it
seemed pointed at Sananda (Esu). I
have my own response but somehow, as my mission is centered
right now on physical and very
clandestine matters, I will simply
present the letter and the response
as shared with me. Dharma did not
receive the response--again, I am
most grateful for she is extremely
pressured and Sananda regularly
transmits to both Thomas and
Dl-tlthea. Without the sharing of
this load of work, we have no hope
of getting enough information out to
serve the need. Thank you.
First just copy the letter as presented:

ELYSIAN DAWN/LANTO
From: Don Bamebey
General Delivery
Sedona, AZ 86336
HI: I publish this information
since he has published ours and
challenges me to a meeting with
his Elysian Dawn and Lanto.
I
wonder-so far, channels who DO
show up, never seem to produce
their speakers!]
Dear Folks -

Have enjoyed many of the investigative reports of the Phoenk
Liberator.

to the issue.
I take my hat off to Commander
Hatonn but there are times, it
should be said, that he sounds more
like hate-on.
As an example, against gays. It
is easy for him to pontificate, being
an ET in some other dimension,
perhaps.
Maybe he should ask Sananda
what it was like in ancient Greece
when he (Sananda) inmated
as
Socrates* and participated in the
general culture of that time. Which
included anal and oral sex among
men.
*(Both in my personal communion with Sananda (where he shared
some lessons of that lifetime) and
the Mark-Age group (which is the
general hierarchal board group appointed to serve as liaison between
old age and new) confirm that one
of the lifetimes of Sananda was as
Socrates. Of course both anal and
oral sex are common (particularly
the latter) among heterosexuals
also.)

helm Reich???
Where have you
all your
learned
ingotten
formation?
It is a bit ghastly to
blame poor Elysian Dawn zor
such correlations.
What I may or
may not be in regards to ET emotionalism is NOT that which has
gotten your planet in such a mess
and perhaps that should take
precedence over my presentation.]

Sex is a part of human experience. [H: Wrong--half truth. Sex

is an experience of ALL THINGS-even the rock or sand.
Sex as
you use it means “the act of sexual intercourse--for
self power
and pleasure, lust and self-service”. It does not even bear the
stigma longer, of “love”--just the
“making love”, meaning
ph=,
degradation and prostitution of
the partners involved in almost all
The very duality of
instances.
manifestation
and projection of
God into physical form bears the
projection of two “sexes”. I suggest you have Elysian
Dawn
gather the Germain material of
PLEIADES
CONNEC[H: I believe you will all take the
note that the Greek Empire also TIONS.] Hypocrisy is also, apparFELL.
If a thing is not “right” ently (and perhaps common to ET’s
for any number of very good rea- as well). [H: I don’t spend a lot
sons, then it was not “right” at of time exploring the number of
any time-then
or now.
Neither llETtsll
who
might
be
in
do I care about your so-called Hypocrisy.
However, if you are
“sexual preference&-I
only pro- progressed
learning
in
and
nounce the practice of behavioral KNOWING enough to be in this
actions to be against the laws of Command-you
have long since
Creation/Nature and God’s Laws shed a physical, earth-projection
for maintaining balance.
How- called Hypocrisy.
I am appalled
ever, that which YOU do is none that Elysian Dawn didn’t realize
of my business and I neither that it takes quite a lot of
judge, coerce nor intentionally
KNOWING to get to your place
“pontificate”.
I am sent to bring and experience from the dint
the Truth and if you care not for phce~ Of the CoimfJs.
We
simply
it--continue to do it YOUR WAY don’t have a lot of interest in
and we shall see who, in the end, your type of Hypocrisy-we
give
might have been correct! By the the laws as given and we abide by
way, Elysian, I think the Mark- the laws as given. Since it is our
Age group would likely prefer place of experience--not
yoursthat you NOT bring them into then it shall remain that way. If
your nonsense.
I do not wish to you care not for our laws and
comment on the Mark-Age topic practices-then stay where you are
at all--if you realize the Truth of and don’t clutter our spaces. You
“New Age” you will find response have freedom of will and action
is unnecessary.
I do suggest that and your planet is sick unto death
the ones of “Mark-Age” do not from your willful self-indulgent
wish to confront me personallyphysical expressions. I don’t have
either!]
any intentions of interfering with
Is Commander Hatonn anti-sex? your experience but neither will I

Even if there does seem to be an
element of paranoia in it and a right
wing agenda against racemixing,
feminists and gays, for instance as
you stated in the Dec. 30 issue.
Also holocaust revisionism.
You have a right to your half
truths and cosmic error like everyone else. I try to use discernment
so can separate some of the wheat
from the chaff.
At least you’re not afraid to
tackle subjects and material that
most establishment media won’t
touch with a 10 foot pole.
Have
also
read
RRPP
(JOURNAL) and found it interesting. Especially the matter that dealt
with Sister Charlotte. Just horrible. Is he repressed? Does he suffer
Intend to research the matter fur- from “emotional plague” that Wil- Please see LANTO, next page
‘.
ther--have already alerted 2 people helm Reich alluded .to? [H:: Wil‘. I”‘: 2--

.,
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rights to practice in any manner that needs cleansing. The earth has
from homosexual
been a testing ground and way staYOU choose
tell you lies to hopefully garner anal/oral lust fulfillment (which it tion for those of many dimensions
your praise and agreement.
If I never does) to expectations of per- and star systems. Indeed this planet
be so weak as to practice in fection according to those laws has had to bear (along w’ith the
Hypocrisy at a time of massive you deny--by others. Can’t have denizens on it) with much of fallout
change in your very existence-- it both ways, Elysian Dawn.]
from the Lucifer* Rebellion and the
A hypocrisy that Hierarchy’s inability to acknowlHypocrisy.
then I am embarrassed for you,
child of misuse--for
any Host has been part of the legacy and edge any error of its own and seek
Speaker for God, as you claim is shadow of Sananda himself.
[H: any kind of reapproachment with
Elysian Dawn--would
know as oooops!
Sananda’s
Pardon?
those of the Lucifer point of view.
much and not goad you into fool- (Christ’s) legacy? It is certainly
*(Lucifer, by the way, is not the
ish projections from your mouth obvious, Elysian Dawn, that you same as Satan.)
Satan was a
in New Age bantering.]
know not the Sananda who is “lieutenant” of Lucifer--both are
The entire “Christian” religion come into oneness with God as separate cosmic entities as the
has been anti-sex since its inception Co-creator and in Christness by Urantia Book clearly states.)
(as in Paul, the Apostle). [H: Paul whatever name. You underesti[H: Whew, Elysian Dawn, you
was “Saul of Tarsus” and was mate the Captain of this ship, my are showing such lack of wisdom
never a Christian as in “follower friend--there
is no Hypocrisy in thusly speaking.
Without
of Christ”.
I, further, care not aboard the Phoenix and I suggest comment as to the U&$NTIA
about his sexual interests.
Since you check carefully wherein you BOOK, 1 wouId sugg& that the
there are so many
so-called might have come up with such in- author would rather YOU not pro“Christians” I suggest someone formation!]
ject his opinions in such manner.
must have been interested in Sex.
Commander Hatonn, I give you However, I care not from what
The act has been more badly a new and extended mission. To BOOK you quote or argue--if the
abused than has the “religion”, if ferret out the hidden truths and lies information is incorrect it is inpossible.]
also of even the most sacrosanct of correct. Methinks you protest too
Perhaps, to an extent, it is the the Hierarchal Board. [H: I al- loudly regarding your friend Sashadow that Sananda casts. To be ready am doing as much--for you tan and Lucifer. I care not who
anti-sex is to be anti-life and anti- see, dear heart, and if you were is a lieutenant to whom or which.
truth and anti-joy. @: WHO told of God you would know as much- I do not say be has no place in
WHO gave this won- -there are no sacrosanct hierar- your world--I do not, however,
you so?
drous pronouncement?
What chies in the realms of God and have to accept him or his disciples
happens to “life”, “truth” and Hosts. Those councils and sacro- into mine. YOU have no control
“joy” in the abortion room? Sex sanct organizations are of physi- over my places, chelas--NONE!
is the gift given to man and cal projection and you should How YOU wish it to be according
woman that procreation might be know as much, chela.
Why to YOUR opinion of things--has
accomplished.
It was given forth would man need go to another absolutely nothing to do with eiwith instructions
regarding re- and higher level of joy and life if ther Truth and/or my placement
sponsibility of the act and all that there were such horrendous lies with God. You may sit on your
accompanies same--in the Com- awaiting him? Ah so--could the physical placement and play Gin
mandments.
If you cannot read, place you bring to point--be “the Rummy with this nice Lucifer if
Elysian Dawn, then I suggest you other place?*‘]
you like--it is purely your choice,
may have a wrong counselor.]
“As above, so below. As be- I simply suggest you realize your
Why else would one have a low, so above.” If you would ex- position in this matter. If Elysian
church on the one hand (as in pose darkness to light on this Dawn wishes .to take on the Host
Catholic mentioned per Sister Char- planet, (which is &
work) I sug- Command I am sure something
lotte’s account) which is anti-sex gest the need to do so even more can be worked out suitably--but
and anti-abortion yet in some cases with some of the ancient distortions, how are you dear speakers going
at least, perpetrates ppe and the lies, deceits and convoluted con- to get into this dimension--asmost brutal of abortions. [H: Beats cepts of those of the Spiritual Hier- cend??? Have you earned purity
me!]
archy.
[H: OK, we shall start marks worthy of such ascending
Why do you have, among with YOU. YOU are represent- into the places of perfection of
Protestants; such as Jim Bakker and ing a deceitful lie of convoluted God? So be it--if so, welcome
Jimmy Swaggart who are so against concepts and if you claim to be of aboard. Unfortunately, I do not
sexual “immorality”: but how they the Spiritual Hierarchy then I be- welcome either Satan or Lucifer
themselves practice a whole smor- lieve we both know from which into my living room. So far each
gasbord of tabu sexual liaisons? side of the lamp you come from. thing you have thrust at me is of
[H: Beats me! But I would sur- Who told you “as above, so be- physical
MAN
markings
and
mise that they are not actually low”? That is purely nonsense to interpretations
and you know
followers of the Christ path and make a very foolish
speaker nothing at all of Spiritual Awarelead very, very physical lust4
sound wise and mystical.
IT IS ness.]
lled lives of lies. They are set NOT ABOVE AS BELOW--AND
If there is a degree of chaos on
forth to pull down Truth into the FOR THAT WE ALL BE MOST this planet it is due to the degree of
garbage bins.
Obviously
you THANKFUL INDEED.]
chaos and ignorance/arrogance that
question their integrity but claim
It is an entire universe and age reigns at higher levels of universe.

LANTO, cont. from previous page

[H: That cannot be true in fact,
for there is no chaos in these
realms and, further, ignorance
and arrogance are both solely
human
physical
of
traits
experience, Therefore, it must be
assumed that the projection as
written into this letter is of huand
penning
physical
man
A
higher
being
of
projection.
TRUTH and higher experience
would know as much.]

I would suggest to all to remember the parable of the Prodigal
Son and to understand, that when
the final outcome and resolution is
in--many of those who presently occupy high positions will be out and

many of those who had previously
been spumed and outcast will be
“in”. Perhaps even Lucifer himself. [H: I believe your last sentences said it ALL.1

As it is, so be it.
Elysian Dawn
Commander of Joy
Pioneer of the Eternal
Champion of the Real
Wayshower to the Beyond
Child of Love.
P.S.
This whole business of
blaming

everything on Sam
is
Childish?--come,
[Hi
come--who blames poor old innocent Satan--put the responsibility
where it belongs--on each of you
I certainly
experiencing beings.
do NOT blame Satan--that one
has done his job most well indeed.] projectionist, escapist, repressionistic and deceitful. @I: Satan usually only utilizes four letter words--we are most impressed
with the growth in vocabulary, all
of which is totally balderdash
drivel double-talk to express that
you do not know of that. which
Further, I see that
you speak.
you are now going to blame one
of the finest Cohans of the Seven
Rays, Lanto, for your remarks.
You have chosen the wrong one,
Elysian--indeed, the wrong Cohan
to claim expression.
Lanto expresses in the energy of the Second Ray who gives special gifts of
the Word of Wisdom and the
Word of Knowledge.
This great
Master is much akin to the one
who experienced in great wisdom
on your place, Confucius.
Lanto
bears the ray of gold-i.e.,
the
very tonal
frequency
of the

puerile

Please see LANTO, next page
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LANTO,cont. from previous page
“golden light” of that of the sun
(Christ-ray).
I suggest you have
Lanto, your speaker, investigate
the JOURNAL called RAINBOW
He will be exMASTER&
pressing right here again, on the
subjects of the lost continents,
their demise-causes
and effects:
Atlantis, Mu, Lemuria, etc. You
have chosen to express in great
foolishness instead of wisdom as
Lanto only would.
You sir, are
an imposter with t%iI intent and I
deny your validity as speaker in
thii correspondence
or with/through this speaker.]

Those of the spiritual Hierarchy
must come to deal with their own
pride, self-aggrandizement, hypocrisy, repression, arrogance and
ignorance without foisting all of
their negative traits on the demon
called Lucifer or Satan. (And the
two are different cosmic entities, I
assure you.) m: And which one
are YOU, speaker?]

Come on guys--this is a time of
cleansing for you (us) also--not just
those residing here on earth plane.
p-I: Bat-f!]
“Ever fresh and ever new, I am
God and so are you.”
Why doesn’t Sananda come out
and acknowledge this more openly-we are all children (sons and
daughters) of God. Not just one
called sananda.
The Term Christos was used
long before the Hebrews in both the
Greek and ancient Egyptian cultures. Both Osiris and Adonis for
instance were referred to as Christs.
Osiris also, it is alleged (as many an
ancient prophet and savior) was
born of virgin birth.
m: Does
what MAN nalkgesn make it so?
I fmd it most often makes it pure
fabrication.]

Sanancla is always alluding to
his oneness with the Father. (What
happened--did you kill Mother
sometime in the long ago?) We all
. have union in the divine to one degree or another--even Lucifer and
Satan do or they could not exist.

badly misinterpreting and if you role as messiah/savior was an Esget it from elsewhere, then you sene conspiracy as both Mary and
should say so for you get none of Joseph were high Essenes)
this garbage from this place.]
[H: Not so--read the JOIJRSananda, you are unique--but NAL, AND THEY CALLED HIS
not uniquely unique. Everyone is NAME IMMANUEL. The name
unique in their own manner. Each “Jesus” was not appended to Esu
has their own role to play, mission Emmanuel until after he was no
to unfold, archetype to embody and longer in the “Holy Land”. That
flower. Sananda is just one of the 7 is a totally fabricated label given
cohans of the Rays. He is only one (historically
authenticated)
by
of the Council of 12 and 24 that Saul of Tarsus (Paul) during his
govern this local system. III: He is later travels in Greece. Sic, sic,
none of the above and if you you should have known “that”.
don’t realize it then you are in Further, Esu did not take time
very serious circumstances with with the Essenes but did, in fact,
your projections, especially if you say that he purposely did not stay
have ones on Earth who listen to’ with them because “they would
your prattling.
I am, however,
later claim that their teachings
going to disclaim the next state- were His and they were not.”
ment and then allow you to finish Neither Mary nor Joseph were
your prattle for Sananda
re- high Essenes!]
sponds as befits his position and
[Sananda: I do not even acauthority.
You are going to say knowledge Mark-Age channelings
I have
some inane thing about Maitreya much less my limitations.
(Lord) who has attained at least no limitations except as I choose
one level of cosmic initiation
to utilize such to relate better
above him. I know not this Lord unto you who are in my care.
Maitreya of whom you must There are none on Earth place
surely jest.
I suggest you, sir, more advanced at soul level than
check your connections for you myself and I am not either on
You are ftied with
have a most uninformed and un- your place.
It is self- foolishness which is most deceitful
wise pronouncement.
evident that you cannot discon- unto your fellow brethren and
nect from your totally physical that self-judgment shall rest most
experience and wish to bring the heavily upon you when the Truth
Hosts and God into your worldly is confronted.
You further sugexperience with you--it simply will gest that I ‘I... acknowledge also the
not work, Lucifer, and I suggest degree of dependency/interdepenyou try another avenue of attack dency in the Greater communion of
for you have herein met your Being we’re all part of. ” I am not
there
nor
is
dependent
match, sir!]
I understand that his master interdependency
as you so as“one
I am functioning
teacher (guru or god) is Lord sume.
Maitreya who has attained at least with” and dependency has nothone level of cosmic initiation above ing to do with it.
As to the
him.
Greater Communion of Being of
So why all this mystification* which we are all a part--wherein
and obfuscation--pretence.
Ac- have I ever expressed through this
knowledge your limitation [as you source--anything other?]

do in Mark-Age channelings where
you, Sananda state that there are
some on earth who are more advanced at soul level--the’ not necessarily in outward manifestion--than
you] and acknowledge also the degree of dependency/interdependency
in the Greater communion of Being
we’re all part of.
*(Talk about Masonic secrecy
and conspiracy. What about hierarchal? Two positive Masonic conspiracies by the way were the
French and American Revolutions

EXCEPT
jCHRIST

THROUGH
ME
ACTIOPS AS GIVEN

;
HARMONY AND BALANCE OF
THE
GREAT
SPIRIT
AND
CREAMOTHER/FATHER
TIONKREATOR).
SHALL YE
PASS INTO THE PERFECTION
OF THE SO-CALLED HOUSE
You may tout and
OF GOD.
preach anything you wish--but I
SHALL DECIDE,
WITH MY
BRETHREN OF THE LIGHTED
BROTHERHOOD--WHO
WILL
“MiY
ABOARD
COME
CLOUD”.]

Hatonn, also, I would ask that
you not overly identify with a partitular role or mission--detachment
has its place. [H: No, sir, only
those who know not of that which
they speak and know not their
mission make such foolish lack of
identification.
I know who I am
and I know my mission--I suggest
YOU check into YOUH

A commander of 1,000,000
craft needs a great degree of humility to go along with it. [H: Humility, or indecision and worthlessness to better serve my own
adversary? I rebuke you for your
misrepresentation
of your identity!]

(Signed) Lanto,
Resting in the Word
that goes beyond
the infinities of
languages and scriptures
into the formless,
unconditioned, cosmic awareness .

PPS: I’ll be glad to meet with
Hatonn and/or Sananda on any field
of their choosing and face them
truth to truth, joy to joy.

HI: I think we can manage
that encounter any time you wish
We have great
to come here.
burden of work to do but we shall
Accentuate the roles of others in certainly be happy to meet with
the Plan, rather than over-empha- you. I do, however, demand that
size your own, drawing so much the meeting be with ones called
atknhOn

t0 yOUldf.

[SZlIMIldiX1

suggest that I cannot overemphasize my role in this “Plan”. It is
not my being which has any
merit--it is my oneness with Creator which is represented in your
language as “Christ Knowing”-the label makes no difference be
it pronounced differently in all
and every language.
I repeat

[H: Dear sir, is there some reason
that you must protect and defend
Satan and Lucifer?
Have you
some problem which might be attended a bit more carefully?
Wherein do you get all this insomething
that
you perhaps
formation
projected
as being
from Sananda for if you get it Or are YOUfolks Royalists?. A- good. missed
in your following
of
givers.
from these resources then you are case can be made out that Jesus’ ~comct
information

Elysian

Dawn,

Don

Barnebey

and/or Lanto. I am weary of you
channels who supposedly speak
for the higher energies of perfection (except Elysian Dawn of
whom I have never even heard)
coming into and interrupting our
work to simply annoy and irritate,
It is the time of sharing
WITH those energies and if they
plea* see LEO,

next page

LANTO, cont. from previous page

are of the Liglit--YOU WILL BE
SOON INTO THIS PLACE TO
SHARE THAT GREAT COMMUNION. SALU. HATONNI

_SANANDA

Dharma, please reprint the response from Sananda to Mr.
Barnebey as was given to Thomas.
You are a most foolish
man. You know not from whence
you come nor from whence your
light is sustained. You limit God
and you taunt God and dare
God...you either have an inf%te
degree of misunderstanding or
truly none at all. I am in service
NONE
to
Holy
God/ATON,
OTHER!!
You say that you have
had counsel with me as I shared
experiences of old.. . I tell you
surely that we have not had counsel and the one that you had counsel with has sorely misled you. It
is the very use, abuse, misuse, and
horrendous exploitation by man
(and woman) of the very g#t of
creation.. .the procreative act of
sex...that has brought your planet
to the very eve of destruction. And
you would say to me, “If it feels
good, do it”?! And I would say to
you, foolish, foolish, blinded man.
I will not stand aside as you cast
stones at my workers and at my
commander and myself. You say
that you would meet us on any
field of our choosing.. .COME
AHEAD IF YOU DARE TO PRECHALSENT
SUCH
A
LENGE...GOD DOES NOT BACK
DOWN NOR DOES HE BOW TO
ANY!!! Evil and darkness will not
stand in our mdiance.
Be most
careful of that which you project
for you do ,not know with whom
you are dealing. For too long we
have patiently allowed man his
The sorting is upon
foolishness.
you and it is man who will come
into the TRUTH of it and once
again in the WHOLE AND BALANCED LAWS OF GOD AND
THE CREATION or he will experience the most severe consequences of those decisions.
I AM SANANDA
Please see LANTO, next page

S.R.I. fusion experiment?“’
1119192 #2

HATONN

by U.S. electric utilities. Now, you heavier isotope tritium, or the eleHowever, in the
with MUST be beginning to get some ment helium.
Instead
of
dealing
words
of
Fleischmann,
the unique
“today’s” garbage, let me respond interesting questions stirring.
feature of his experiment is the octo inquiries about what I wrote a
STUDIES
ON
PALLADIUM
currence
of heat far in excess of
couple of days past. I thanked Ed
what
can
be
accounted for by tradiY. for input and circulated his letAh, the notes stated that these tional physics theory.
ter. The letter spoke of an exgentlemen
were studying and replosion and it spoke a bit, in addisearching
for
“better understanding”
IMPORTANT SIDE-VIEW
tion, to the Stanford Research Institute (SRI--for you who won- of electrolytic experiments involvI am certainly not herein’going
dered) . The strange thing is that ing palladium--as the host metal for
deuterium.
Now,
dear
ones,
deuto
give
you the facts involved here
almost NONE of you knew about
any explosion and/or--if you had terium is the base element utilized because you are already on a deadly
heard--you certainly learned nothing for “heavy water”. By any other course and I refuse to contribute to
about it prior to its burial in the label (as with a rose by any other the foray. However, know that in
name, -. - -) this is the cold fusion the sensor satellites which were to
vaults of silence. It is important.
non- be set to monitor first strike detonaunworkable,
“outrageous,
sensical
and
stupid
approach”
of tions--the sensors would penetrate
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE AND COLD FUSION Pons and Fleischmann in the Utah and immediately pick up several
“ridiculous presentations” category things--among which is helium. I
At about 11:15 in the morning pronounced by great and learned suggest that the studies at SRI have
on Jan. 2, an explosion at Stanford scientists. Funny thing--other na- nothing to do with your morning
supply to perk your cofResearch
Institute
(SRI)
In- tions--even Egypt, is making the
.....
ternational in California killed one “stuff” work and produce electric- f&rrrr
experimenter and injured three oth- ity. So--you now have a basis for
WHAT IS TOLD
ers. These were members of a top more understanding of the Godly
team, who were conducting a series Elite clampdown on your informaThe claim is that SRI had been
tion flow. And, WHAT IS AN
of experiments on cold fusion.
The force of the explosion was ELECTRIC COMPANY WHICH experimenting using closed cells
such that, not only did it blow out DEALS WITH WIRES, PUMPS, which functioned at relatively high
windows in the laboratory where it GENERATORS, ALTERNATIVE pressures. In this instance the exoccurred, but the concussion. was ENERGY, I.E., WIND AND SO- periment was of a more convenfelt in offices doors away. So far LAR, DOING PLAYING WITH tional character; however, there is
“UNWORKABLE
AND always the danger when working
there is no explanation of what went AN
with hydrogen or deuterium and
wrong. Prior to the explosion there STUPID IDEA”?
oxygen that they will recombine,
were no indications that anything
HEAVY
WA=
releasing energy. Under high preswas amiss. Strange thing is that the
sures such recombination can be
blast (vibration) waves picked up
But how explosive if
I am going to take just a minute explosive.
significant intensity as they moved
oniy
heat
was
being measured in a
here
to
speak
of
this
“heavy
water”
outward and the explosion was
calorimeter--that
dear ones is a heat
and
a
bit
about
this
“cold
fusion”
heard/felt more strongly than at the
monitor
for
measuring
heat per
for most of you are probably conepicenter, in outlying areas.
But, too, if
When the so-called accident oc- fused and you will need this infor- calorie (simplified).
you
are
simply
combining
things as
mation
later
as
Tesla
gets
more
curred, Dr. Andrew Reilly, who
in
the
Pons-Fleischmann
manner
was killed instantly, was removing “into” our work.
The experiments involve elec- (an open wash basin), why would it
from the calorimeter a canister used
trolysis,
using .heavy water--that is be under pressure?
Why would
in the experiment. Its dimensions
were approximately six inches in D20 rather than H(2)O. The hy- ones even remotely be expecting
height, with a two-inch radius. drogen isotope, deuterium, is sepa- any kind of “explosion” to even
(Anyone nervous??? This -is about rated from the oxygen and absorbed speak of to the media? Believe me,
the size of a -cough-syrup bottle). into the palladium cathode. Fusion they had to go a long, long way to
No radiation was reported which occurs when the nuclei of two ele- bury this one!
ments fuse to form either a heavier
Now, some clues--the research
tells you a lot in itself.
isotope
or
an
entirely
new
isotope.
at
SRI
was beitw funded bv EPRI
The team of experimenters had
been conducting a series of experi- I might suggest, further, that to to the tune of $2 million, which
ments intended ultimately to prove fully isolate the substances in- would give some indication of the
the feasibility of generating electri- volved, ones will have to move into seriousness with which they recal power using cold fusion cells. the Russell charts or forever play in garded the Fleischmann-Pons cold
The research was contracted by the the limits of what is formally rec- fusion experiment--after totally denouncing and thoroughly discreditElectric Power Research Institute ognized.
In
the
case
of
Fleischmann(EPRI) of which Ed spoke. EPRI is
a California-based research consor- Pons, two deuterium nuclei are Please see FUSION, next page
tium which is in the main supported thought to fuse, creating either the
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CIA involved in Chilean subversion
l/18/92 #l HATONN

Back, now, to the wondrous
CIA intrigue and our story unfolded
by IMA and ALSO A. By the.way-both Gene Dixon at the Constitutional Law Center AND Oliver
Stone know this author! Thank you
for asking, Dharma.
QUOTE:
THE CLANDESTINE THEORY
“For some time I have been
disturbed by the way CIA has been
diverted from its original assignment. It has become an operational arm and at times a policymaking arm of the Government.”
President Harry S. Truman, Dec.
1963.
l-1/2 LINES DELETED (By
CIA)
HENRY KISSINGER [H:
Already? We haven’t even hardly
begun before the name leaps forFUSION, cont. from previous page

ing the original scientists. Moreover--wait until you find out how
much “Black Budget” money is being poured into SRI for that project.
More interesting as to the
people involved--considering
the
discrediting of the media and scientific community--Andrew Reilly had
been PROJECT MANAGER OF

ward.]

made that statement not in
public, but at a secret White House
meeting on June 27, 1970. The
country he was referring to was
Chile.

In his capacity as Assistant
to the President for National Security Affairs ITI: A former KGB
operative???],
Kissinger
was
chairman of a meeting of the socalled 40 Committee, an interdepartmental panel responsible for
overseeing the CIA’s high-risk
covert-action operations.
The 40
Committee’s members are the Director of Central Intelligence, the
Under Secretary of State for Political Affairs, the Deputy Secretary of
Defense, and the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. (At the time
of the Chilean meeting, Attorney
General John Mitchell was also a
member.) It is this small group of
bureaucrats and politicians--in close
consultation with the President and
the governmental departments the
men represent--that directs America’s secret foreign policy.
m: Hold up please, Dharma is
again bewildered and I should,
through interest and as confirmation of our truth--share some
things with you. Dharma made it
to the top of Kissinger’s hit list
right early in the game of writing
in 1989. In that next year a per-

THE ENGINEERING GROUP AT LANTO, cont. from previous page
THE NATIONAL COLD FUSION
ONE WITH GOD
INSTITUTE IN UTAH! He was
WHO BE YOU?
only 34 years old and had already
IN WHOSE SERVICE
DO
shown much talent as an “expert” in
YOU
DWELL?
the field of electro-chemistry.
ARE YOU SURE??
I asked G.M. to get in touch
SALU
with Pons and/or Fleischmann a

couple of years ago. When are you
ones going to recognize that I
KNOW WHAT I AM DOING?
How can God give you the answers
to the puzzles if you won’t look?
While you ones go off in search of
the pot of gold--you invariably
MISS IT THERE UNDER YOUR
NOSE! NO, I WILL-NOT TELL
YOU EVERYTHING OR YOU
WILL
END
UP
EXACTLY
DEAD--JUST LIKE DR. REILLY.
IT IS TIME TO USE YOUR
MINDS AND GIVE UP FANTASIA LAND.
So be it, let us get on with our
work. And KNOW--there is nothing irrelevant.

********

Oh, friend--by the way: Hatonn
is pronounced ATON about the
cosmos--just in case you’ are interested!!! It might be worthy of
note.
Another writing and no CIA-well, Dharma, oft-times there is
more important work to do for the
discernment of Man.
Let us take rest. I shall stand
aside. Thank you. In love and
humble service I honor you of our
most precious brethren.
Adonai.
(Adonai--by the way number two-means “One with/in GOD”.)@

son very, very close to her came
to visit.
She was not expecting
When I
what she encountered.
say “close” I mean “close”. This
was one who had not visited in
over 10 years and yet would not
stay overnight in the dwelling.
Was on an “anniversary celebration” trip to Las Vegas by way of
“debriefing” at Nellis Field and
prior to arrival at the house--also
at Edwards Base.
Strange for
someone out of the “service” for
two decades?
Knowing of the concern for
possible problems, Dharma immediately told the visitors that
she had somehow made it to the
top of Kissinger’s hit list and it
was only fair to tell them BE
The
FORE
any
visiting.
response??: “Well, yes, it’s easy
enough to get on Kissinger’s list!”
It
was
blood-freezing
time!
More, as visiting took place at a
local restaurant instead of the
house, there was absolutely only
trivial
mundane
and
the
conconversations
and
versation
was obviously
being
taped (but we are used to that).
Worse, however, was the final realization that these two people
were NOT who they claimed to
be.
You see, chelas, duplicates
aren’t perfect and the programming can be seen-through if you
know how to probe.
We had a
bit of trouble coming up out of
that particular shock. However,
all of you who actively serve, such
as John, George, E.J., etc., will
be faced with this sort of thing
continually.
Dharma didn’t even
know “NEW AGE” from “OLD
AGE”, never heard of a “what?”
Hatonn until summer of 1987 and
didn’t trust or believe me then.
You must understand that the
lack of direction in purposeful
presentation
is on purpose--to
keep you alive and well until you
are at face with serving your portion of the mission.
None of you can equate to this
kind of intrigue-intergalactic-because it is so unreasonable and
outlandish to the ordinary person’s mind in acceptance as ,fact.
You perceive it is easier for ones
who are already into intrigue?
Not necessarily for, as with Gritz
and ,others, when you realize you

have killed, maimed and done
other heinous things in the name
of total evil, you are stunned! A
man serving what he believes to
be a Godly people and government/nation and finds truth to be
that it is evil criminals and that
the Constitution of that nation is
LOST--the shock is as great as to
this little grandmother.]

On that Saturday in June
1970, the main topic before the 40
Committee was:
2 LINES DELETED
The
Chilean
election
was
scheduled
for
the
following
September, and Allende, a declared Marxist, was one of the
Although
principal candidates.
Allende had pledged to maintain
the democratic system if he was
elected, the U.S. Ambassador to
Chile
4-4/S LINES DELETED

Most of the American companies with large investments in
Chile were also fearful of a possible
Allende triumph, and at least two of
those companies, the International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) and Anaconda Copper,
were spending substantial sums of
money to prevent his election.
Ambassador Korry’s superiors at the State Department in.
Washington
9 LINES DELETED
Richard Helms, then director of the CIA, represented a
somewhat divided
S-3/4 LINES DELETED

press--perhaps with help from
the Soviet KGB--or by American
reporters, and that such disclosures
would only help Allende.
Helms’ position at the 40
Committee meeting was influenced
by memories of the Chilean presidential election of 1964. At that
time he had been chief of the Clandestine Services* and had been actively involved in planning the
CIA’s secret efforts to defeat Allende, who was then running
against Eduardo Frei.** Frei had
won the Presidency, but now, six
years later, he was constitutionally

Please see CHILE, next page
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forbidden to succeed himself, and
Allende’s
candidacy
therefore
seemed stronger than before.
* The oficial name for .this
part of the CIA is the Directorate of
Operations (until early 1973 the Directorate of Plans), but it is more
appropriately referred to. within the
agency as the Clandestine Services.
Some members of Congress and
certain journalists call it the
“Department of Dirty Tricks )I, a title never used by CIA personnel.
** Nine years later Laurence
Sternof the Washington Post finally
exposed the CIA ‘s massive clandestine eflort in the 1964 Chilean election.
He quoted a strategically
placed U.S. intelligence oflcial as
saying, “U.S. government intervention in Chile was blatant and almost
obscene. ” m: You can be sure,
right off, that it was a “planted
story” because the Washington
Post is a primary Establishment
paper.]
Stern reported that both
the State Department and the
Agency for International Development cooperated with the CIA in
jknnelling up to $20 million into the
country, and that one. conduit for
the finds was an ostensibly private
organization called the Intemational Development Foundation.

Anti-American feelings had
grown in Chile since 1964, and one
reason was widespread resentment
of U.S. interference in Chile’s internal affairs. The Chilean leftist.

RECLAIM

press had been full of charges of
CIA involvement in the 1964 elections, and these reports had not
been without effect on the electorate. Additionally, in i965 the
exposure of the Pentagon’s ill-advised Project Camelot had further
damaged the reputation of the U.S.
government. Ironically, Chile was
not one of the principal target
countries of the Camelot project, a
multimillion-dollar
social-science
research study of possible counterinsurgency techniques in Latin
America.
But the existence of
Camelot had first been made public
in Chile, and newspapers there--of
all political stripes--condemned the
study
as
“intervention”
and
“imperialism. ” One paper said, in
prose typical of the general reaction , that Project Camelot was
“intended to investigate the military
and political situation prevailing in
Chile and to determine the possibility of an anti-democratic coup. ”
Politicians of both President Frei’s
Christian Democratic Party and Allende’s leftist coalition protested
publicly. The final result was to
cause Washington to cancel first,
Camelot’s limited activities in
Chile, and then the project as a
whole. While the CIA had not been
a sponsor of Camelot, the project
added to the fears among Chileans
of covert American intelligence
activities.
In 1968 the CIA’s own
Board of National Estimates, after

rifying to find that one man can
yield such power and bears the
past of a foreign agent, no less??]
During
the
next
two
months, before Allende was officially endorsed as President by
had been that forces for change in the Chilean congress,
6-l/2 LINES DELETED
the developing Latin nations were
afterward
months
Some
so powerful as to be beyond outPresident
Nixon
disingenuously
exside manipulation.
This estimate

carefully studying the socio-political
problems of Latin America, had
produced a National Intelligence
Estimate on that region for the U.S.
government’s planners and policymakers. The central conclusion

had been endorsed by the United
States Intelligence Board, whose
members include the heads of the
government’s various intelligence
agencies, and had then been sent to
the White House and to those departments that were represented on
the 40 Committee.
The 1968 estimate had in
effect urged against the kind of
intervention that the 40 Committee

was in 1970 considering with regard
to Chile. But as is so often the case
within the government, the most
careful advance analysis based on
all the intelligence available was
either ignored or simply rejected
when. the time came to make a decision on a specific issue.
4-l/2 LINES DELETED
Henry Kissinger, the single
most powerful man at the 40
Committee meeting on Chile,
25-l/2 LINES DELETED [H:
Please, chelas, keep in mind ihe
reason the lines are deleted-“national security”. Is it not ter-
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plained at a White House press conference: “As far as what happened
in Chile is concerned, we can only
say that for the United States to
have intervened in a free election
and to have turned it around, I
think, would have had repercussions
all around Latin America that would
have been far worse than what happened in Chile.”
The following year, in the fall
of 1972, CIA Director Helms,
while giving a rare public 13cture at
Johns Hopkins University, was
asked by a student if the CIA had
mucked about in the 1970 Chilean
His response: “Why
election.
should you care? Your side won. ”
Helms was understandably
perturbed. Columnist Jack Anderson had only recently reported “the
ITT story”, which among other
things revealed that the CIA had indeed been involved in an effort to
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undo Allende’s victory--even after
he had won the popular vote. Much
to the agency’s chagrin, Anderson
had shown that during September
and October 1970, William Broe,
chief of the Western Hemisphere
Division of the CIA’s Clandestine
Services, had met several times
with high officials of ITT to discuss
ways to prevent Allende from taking office. (The ITT board member
who later admitted to a Senate investigative committee that he had
played the key role in bringing together CIA and ITT officials was
John McCone, director of the CIA
during the Kennedy administration
and, in 1970, a CIA consultant.)
Broe had proposed to ITT and a few
other American corporations with
substantial financial interests in
Chile a four-part plan of economic
sabotage which was calculated to
weaken the local economy to the
point where the Chilean military
authorities would move to take over
the government and thus frustrate
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the Marxist’s rise to power. ITT
and the other firms later claimed
they had found the CIA’s scheme
“not workable”. But almost three
years to the day after Allende’s
election, at a time when severe inflation, truckers’ strikes, food
shortages, and international credit
problems were plaguing Chile, he
was overthrown and killed in a
bloody coup d’etut carried out by
the combined action of the Chilean
armed services and national police.
His Marxist government was replaced by a military junta. What
role American businesses or the
CIA may have played in the coup is
not publicly known, and may never
be. ITT and the other giant corporations with investments in Chile
have all denied any involvement in
the military revolt. So has the U.S.
government, although CIA Director
William Colby admitted in secret
testimony before the House Foreign
Affairs Committee (revealed by Tad
Szulc in the October 21, 1973,
Washington Post) that the agency
“had ,some intelligence coverage
about the various moves being
made,” that it had “penetrated” all
of Chile’s major political parties,
and that it had secretly furnished
“some assistance” to certain Chilean
groups. Colby, himself the former
director of the bloody Phoenix
counterintelligence
program
in
Vietnam, also told the Congressmen
that the executions carried out by
the junta after the coup had done
“some good” because they reduced
the chances that civil war would
break out in Chile--an excellent example of the sophistry with which
the CIA defends its strategy of
promoting “stability” in the Third
World.
Even if the CIA did not intervene directly in the final putsch,
the U.S. government as a whole did
take a series of actions designed to
undercut the Allende regime.
Henry Kissinger set the tone of the
official U.S. position at a background press conference in September 1970, when he said -that Allende’ s Marxist regime would contaminate Argentina, Bolivia, and
Peru--a stretch of the geopolitical
imagination reminiscent of the
Southeast Asian domino theory.
Another measure of the White
House attitude--and an indication of
the methods it was willing to use-was the burglarizing of the Chilean
Embassy in Washington in May

.1972 by the same men who the next
month staged the break-in at the
Watergate. m: Ah ha! Getting
interesting, isn’t it?]
And the
U.S. admittedly worked to undercut
the Allende government by cutting
off most economic assistance, discouraging private lines of credit,
and blocking loans bv international
organizations. State Department officials testifying before Congress
after the coup explained it was the
Nixon administration’s wish that the
Allende regime collapse economically, thereby discrediting socialism.
Henry Kissinger has dismissed speculation among joumalists and members of Congress that
the CIA helped along this economic
collapse and then engineered Allende’s downfall; privately he has
said that the secret agency wasn’t
competent to manage an operation
as difficult as the Chilean coup.
Kissinger had already been supervising the CIA’s most secret operations for more than four years when
he made this disparaging remark.
Whether he was telling the truth
about the CIA’s non-involvement in
Chile or was simply indulging in a
bit of official
lying
(called
“plausible denial”), he, along with
the President, would have made the
crucial decisions on the Chilean situation. For the CIA is not an independent agency in the broad sense
of the term, nor is it a governmental
agency out of control. Despite occasional dreams of grandeur on the
part of some of its clandestine operators, the CIA does not on its own
choose to overthrow distasteful
governments or determine which
dictatorial regimes to support. Just
as the State Department might seek,
at the President’s request, to discourage international aid institutions
from offering loans to “unfriendly”
governments, so does the CIA act
primarily when called upon by the
Executive. The agency’s methods
and assets are a resource that come
with the office of the Presidency.
the
harnessing
Thus,
agency’s clandestine operators is
not the full, or even the basic, solution to the CIA problem. The key
to the solution is controlling and
requiring accountability of those in
the White House and elsewhere in
the government who direct or
approve, then hide behind, the CIA
This
and its covert operations.
elusiveness, more than anything

else, is the problem posed by the
CIA.
********
This is a good place to interrupt
the writing for we need to be elsewhere. ‘When we begin the book
again, we will -start at page 44: Zntelligence

Versus

Covert Action.

Thank you, Dharma. We will try
to pace this so that the burden of
this extra work is kept to a minimum of inconvenience to you as
well as the readers. You will simply have to trust me that this is a
most important exercise in bringing
public this information in this manner. Ones involved in today’s uncovering will come under the gun
more acutely than in their first revelations. This is because so few
paid attention early-on--NOW, the
public will begin to listen but
breaking the law or blatantly contempting court orders will NOT
help--it would be a most destructive
Ones in contact with
distractor.
emphasize
these writers--please
need for discretion and actions
within total legal limits. We need
help--not a bunch of incarcerated
patriots unable to do anything save
give us more problems and expense
of gaining release. We must not be
in distraction through foolishness-we need no incarcerated nor dead
This job requires very
martyrs.
“alive” and able-to-work patriots
and Godly people. Chaotic demonstrations are set intentionally to distract and confuse--WE MUST
WORK WITHIN TOTAL REASON WITH A SINGLE GOAL-OR PLEASE, DO NOT YET ACT
AT ALL SAVE IN SECURE
MANNER. TRUTH WILL “OUT”
IF WE DO OUR WORK PROPERLY AND ALWAYS WITHIN
“TOTAL REASON” FOR THE
ENEMY
WORKS THROUGH
DECEIT AND CHAOS WITHOUT
“THINKING”.
REASON PRESENTED CAUSES MAN TO
“THINK” AND THUS CAN HE
LEARN TO SEE AND HEAR.
LET THESE TRUTHS BE SELFEVIDENT AND WE SHALL PREVAIL--BUT ALWAYS, WATCH
YOUR BACKSIDES BECAUSE
THE ENEMY IS OUT TO GET
YOU! FURTHER, HE WORKS
BEST WITHIN YOUR OWN
SPACES WITHIN--BE
MOST
CAUTIOUS *
SALU, Hatonn to clear. @
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Bush, Nixon involved in JFK murder

I/22/92 #1 HATONN

Now let us continue with our
subject for we have picked up two
new MUST additional subjects. In
fact I shall probably interrupt this
immediate writing for the more focused interest response about the
role of Nixon and Bush in the assassination of President Kennedy.
Bush was directly involved in the
1963 murder of John Kennedy--all
entangled in the Cuban involvement--Bush’s CIA job was to organize the Cuban community in Miami set for the Cuban invasion.
As a matter of fact, Dharma,
this is more important to get to the
public than the subject of the conspiracy relative to the “holy war”
planned and ready to burst. Interest
at present is focused on JFK and we
should offer this more deeply hidden ”secret” . So be it, chela, let us
write this document for the next
LZBZSATOR and return to the other
subject this afternoon if time permits.

I give credit and appreciation to
a daring Editor, P. K., who has
dared to bring this CIA information
to be brought public with confirmed
documentation to back up the matter. Remember, readers, our thrust
is to get TRUE INFORMATION
into your hands in the least mystical
method possible and the BEST
SOURCE is from that which is presented which already bears’ Truth
and confirmation.
WE are not
ABOUT mystical readings but,
rather, about getting that which is
covered--uncovered so that you can
come into comfort with our presentations. Thank you.
What I wish to utilize as basis
for this writing is a reprint of a
reprint so I won’t give details as I
wish to make my own notations--as
is usual will make my comments in
brackets: ”[H:] ‘I.
The Role of Richard Nixon

use initials because efforts have
been to take-out this writer.]

A newly discovered FBI
document reveals that George Bush
was directly involved in the 1963
murder of President John Kennedy.
The document places Bush working
with the now-famous CIA agent,
Felix Rodriguez, recruiting rightwing Cuban exiles for the invasion
of Cuba. It was Bush’s CIA job to
organize the Cuban community in
Miami for the invasion.
The
Cubans were. trained as marksmen
by the CIA. Bush at that time lived
in Texas. Hopping from Houston
to Miami weekly, Bush spent 1950
and ‘61 recruiting Cubans in Miami
for the invasion. That is how ‘he
met Felix Rodriguez.
w: The

That is exactly how evidence
was uncovered placing George Bush
working with Felix Rodriguez when
JFK was killed. A memo from FBI
head J. Edgar Hoover was found,
stating that “Mr. George Bush of
the CIA” had been briefed on
November 23rd, 1963 about the
reaction of anti-Castro Cuban exiles
in Miami to the assassination of
President Kennedy. (nte Nation, 813-88).
On the day of the assassination, Bush was in Texas, but he
denies [read my lips] knowing exactly where he was. Since he had
been the supervisor for the secret
Cuban teams, headed by former
Cuban police commander Felix Rodriguez, since 1960, it ‘“J likely
Bush was also in Dallas in 1963.
Several of the Cubans he was supervising as dirty-tricks teams for
Nixon, were photographed in the
Zapruder film.
[H: There were

thing to hold uppermost in mind
this minute in reading, is what I
told you some two to. three
months ago regarding the planned
and George Bush In the Assassi- invasion (again--now) as a distracnation
of President
Kennedy tor, of Cuba.
One of George’s several films run at the assassina(Information originally by P.K.) [I boys is heading the group work- tion but this is the one in point in
the movie “JF’K”.
I sincerely
ing on that project now.]
hope
that
this
writing
gets to
You may remember Rodriguez as the Iran-contra CIA George Green, Gritz and Stone.
agent who received the first phone Stone will already have the incall telling the world the CIA plane formation but he needs to receive
l/22/92 #I
HATONN
-Lyou are being served up on the flown by Gene Hasenfus had it with comments from everyone
crashed in Nicaragua. As soon as who will send it. A heavy load
Hatonn present in the Light of golden platter of lies.
rests on Oliver Stone-SUPPORT
Holy God, sent in service to you at
Eustace Mullins faced this iden- Rodriguez heard that the plane
this time of change that you might tical scenario--and brought charges crashed, he called his long-time HIM!]

Hotel cancels seminar due
to Zionist pressures

have insight beyond that which is which were thrown out of court. I
visible in the physical expression.
suggest you ones join together and
stand forth in strength under the
HOTEL CANCELS SEMINAB
protection of the Constitution.
It
happens to others and as word
Before we move into the subject spreads-come forth brothers--and
in progress of Israel, I want all in unity there is strength. It would
readers to know that the hotel in be good to give the family tree of
Canada which had contracted to the ADL, for instance, to the
hold George’s seminar--has can- Supreme Court--you cannot be
celled for the police have instructed heard until you have a platform
them that they are afraid they can- high enough to be heard to the
not maintain order. Can this be? A fringes of the crowd. You cannot
man (publisher) is asked to speak to be seen until you stand forth on that
a small group and is so dangerous platform high enough to reach
to the adversary that they will face above the crowd with a microphone
constitutional law to meet the Elite louder than the dissenter’s chanting.
demands?
Thousands of dollars So be it. As you are given opporhave gone into meeting staging and tunity--seize the moment!
notifications--damages must be conI hope all of you in the immedifronted on a CONSTITUTIONAL ate area watched BORN ON THE
basis. It is time to counter EVERY FOURTH OF JULY last evening.
attack and effort to silence freedom If not and you have a VCR--go rent
of presentation.
If you cannot a copy. You MUST begin to SEE
speak of possible aliens coming ir the
consequences
of
your
friendship--I think you know what “allowing” and “kqwtowing” to this
MUST be afoot in the information monstrous octopus of control.

CIA supervisor, who was THEN
Vice President, George Bush. Bush
denied being in the contra loop, but
investigators have obtained copies
of Oliver North’s diary, which documents Bush’s role as a CIA supervisor of the contra supply network.
In 1988 Bush told Congress
he knew nothing about the illegalsupply flights until 1987 [read my
lips], yet North’s diary shows Bush
at the first planning meeting Aug.
Bush’s “official” log
6, 1985.
placed him somewhere else. Such
double sets of logs are intended to
hide Bush’s- real role in the CIA; to
provide him with ‘Yplausible deuiability” [H: A very valid t&m utilized
in
the
intelligence
“community”].
The problem is, it

In 1959 Rodriguez was a top
cop in the Cuban government under
BatiSta.
When Batista was overthrown and fled to Miami, Rodriguez went with him, along with
Frank Sturgis and Rafael Quintero.
Officially, Rodriguez didn’t join the
CIA until 1967, after the CIA invasion of Cuba (in which he participated) and the assassination of JFK.
But records recently uncovered
show he actually joined the CIA in
1961 for the invasion of Cuba when
he was recruited by George Bush.
That is how Rodriguez claims he
became a “close, personal friend
of Bush”.

Then “officially” Rodriguez
claims he quit the CIA in 1976, just
after he was sent to prison for his
fell ‘apart because too many people, role in the Watergate burg’ I
like North and -Rodriguez, have However, according to R{
kept separate records that show Stpne reporters Kohn and hi
Bush’s CIA role back to the 1961 (Nov. 3; 1988), Rodriguez stit
invasion of Cuba. This was even
published in l7te Washington Post, Please see NMON/BUSH, next pa:
7- 10-90.
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loop. for Stone.]
In
fact, Prescott Bush is credited with
going to CIA headquarters monthly creating the winning ticket of
to receive assignments and have his Eisenhower-Nixon
.
1950.
blue 1987 bulletproof Cadillac ser- (Source: George BushfnF. Green,
viced. Rodriguez was asked by a Hipocrene, 1988)
Rolling Stone reporter where he was
Richard Nixon was Vice
the day JFK was shot, and claims President from 1956 until 1960. In
he “can’t remember”.
fact, Nixon was- given credit for
George Bush claimed he planning Operation 40, the secret
never worked for the CIA until he 1961 invasion of Cuba, during his
was appointed Director, by former 1959 campaign for President. After
Warren Commission director and Batista was kicked out by the
then President Jerry Ford, in 1976. starving people of Cuba, and Fidel
[H: Read the lips because they Castro came to power, Castro began
lied as much then as when he was telling American corporations they
running for President later.] Re- would have to pay Cuban employmember that Bush has a sworn duty ees decent wages.
Even worse,
to the “company” to deny being in Pepsi-Cola was told it would now
the CIA according to his entrance have to pay world market prices for
[H: REMEMBER ‘Cuban sugar.
instructions.
THAT THE CIA IS A SECRET
Pepsi, Ford Motor Co.,
ORGANIZATION AND NO-ONE Standard Oil and the Mafia drug
IS TO ADMIT BEING A MEM- dealers decided Fidel had to be reBER
UNLESS
SO SPECIFI- moved since his policies of requirCALLY INSTRUCTED
FROM ing corporations to pay market
THE TOP.] The truth is that Bush wages was hurting their profits. So
was a top CIA official since before the corporations asked then-Vice
the 1961 invasion of Cuba, working President Nixon to remove Fidel.
WITH Felix Rodriguez. Bush can Nixon promised he would, just as
deny his actual role in the CIA in soon as he won the 1960 election
1959, but there are records in the against some “undergod”, an unfiles of Rodriguez and others in- known Democrat named John
volved in the Bay of Pigs invasion Kennedy. It would be an easy vicof Cuba ‘that expose Bush’s role. tory for Nixon, it was said. All the
The corporations would not put polls had Nixon winning by a landsomebody in charge of all the state slide.
Besides, Kennedy was a
secrets held by the CIA unless he satholic, and Americans would no
was experienced and well trained in “&ore elect a Catholic President than
the CIA. (Source for confirmation: they would elect a woman, a black
Project Censored Reporr, Feb. or a Jew. This was 1959.
1989, Dr. Carl Jensen, Sonoma
Nixon told Pepsi, Standard
State College)
Oil and the other corporations who
the lost property, given back to the
According
to
biography of Richard Nixon, his farmers of Cuba, that if they would
close personal and political ties help him win, he would authorize
with the Bush family go back to an invasion to remove Castro. To
1941, when Nixon claims he read ’ further impress contributors to his
an ad in an L.A. newspaper,
campaign, then-Vice President
placed by a wealthy group of Nixon asked the CIA to create Opbusinessmen, led by PRESCO’TI’e&on 40, a secret plan to invade
@HELDON)BWH, the father of Cuba, just as soon as he won.
They wanted a
George Bush.
The CIA put Texas oil milyoung, malleable candidate to run lionaire and CIA agent George Bush
Nixon applied for in charge of recruiting Cuban exiles
for Congress.
the position and won the job. into the CIA’s invasion army. Bush
Nixon became a mouthpiece for was working with another Texas oil
the Bush group.
(Source: L.F. man, Jack Crichton, to help him
Prouty) m: Very important m&me with the invasion. A fellow Texan,
to remember and connected like- Air Force General Charles Cabell,
to the JF’K movie in- was asked to coordinate the air
Wise,
cover for the invasion.
AMERICA WEST
Most of the CIA leadership
P.O. BOX 986
around the invasion of Cuba seems
TEHACHAPI, CA 93581
to have been people ,from Texas. A
800-7294131
whole Texan branch of the CIA is
NIXON/BUSH, cont. from previous page

formation

based in the oil business. If we
trace Bush’s background in the
Texas oil business we discover his
two partners in the oil-barge leasing
business: Texan Robert Mosbacher
Mosand Texan James Baker.
bather became Sec. of Commerce
and Baker became Sec. of State, the
same job Dulles held when JFK was
slain. (Common Cause magazine,
March/April 1990)
On the Watergate tapes,
June 23, 1972, referred to in the
media as the “smoking gun” conversation, Nixon and his Chief of
Staff, H. R. Haldeman, were discussing how to stop the FBI investigation into the CIA Watergate burglary. They were worried that the
investigation would expose their
connection to “the Bay of Pigs
thing”. Haldeman, in his book The
Ends of Power, reveals that Nixon
always used code words when talking about the 1963 murder of JFK.
Haldeman said Nixon would always
refer to the assassination as “the
Bay of Pigs. ”
On that transcript is found
Nixon discussing the role of George
Bush’s partner, Robert Mosbacher,
as one of the Texas fundraisers for
Nixon. On the tapes Nixon keeps
referring to the “Cubans” and the
The “Texans” were
“Texans”.
Bush, Mosbacher and Baker. This
.is another direct link between
Bush and evidence linking Nixon
and Bush to the Kennedy assassination.

In the same discussion
Nixon links “the Cubans”, “the
“Hunt”,
“Helms”,
Texans”,
Robert
Barker”,
“Bernard
“Mosbacher” and “the Bay of
Pigs”.
Over and over on the
Watergate tapes, these names come
up around the discussion of the
photos from Dallas that Nixon was
trying to ‘obtain when he ordered
burglarize
the
the
CIA
to
Watergate.
Frank Sturgis stated
that “the reason ‘we’ burglarized
the Watergate was because Nixon
was interested in stopping news
leaking relating to the photos of our
role in the assassination of President
John Kennedy”. [H: Ah ha, now it

rIouse to keep his faction in power.
Not only to hold power, but to prevent the media from digging into
how he secretly, shot his way into
the White House, just like Hitler
shot his way into control of Germany. The first thing Nixon did
was to demand signed resignations
of
his
government.
entire
“Eliminate everyone,” he told John
Ehrlichman about reappointment,
“except George Bush. Bush will do
anything for our cause. ” (Source:
Pledging Allegiance, Sidney Blumenthal)
The reason why Bush would
“do anything” was because his
hands had so much of Kennedy’s
blood on them as did Nixon’s,
Hunt’s, Sturgis’, Felix Rodriguez’
That White
and Gerald Ford’s.
House gang feared that if the public
ever would realize how they shot
their way into power it could set off
a spark that would destroy their
fragile fraud and land them all in
jail.
Other famous Watergate
members of the CIA invasion that
Bush recruited were Frank Sturgis,
E. Howard Hunt, Bernard Barker
and Rafael Quintero. Quintero said
publicly that if he ever told what he
knew about Dallas and the Bay of
Pigs, “It would be the biggest scandal ever to rock the nation.”
Meanwhile,
in
1960,
Prescott Bush was running Nixon’s
campaign. Nixon was sent to South
Vietnam to assure the French-connection government there that if
France pulled out, the U.S. would
step in to PROTECT THE DRUG
TRADE FROM THE GOLDEN
TRIANGLE.
(Source: Frontline,

1988, “Guns, Drugs and the CIA”;
S. F. Examiner, Feb. 2, 91; The
Politics Of Heroin In Southeast
Asia, Alfred McCoy, 1972) [H: I
believe this should also bear confirmation from one Col. James
Gritz who found himself on the
wrong end of the guns in these
criminal hands after he stumbled
into the rat’s nest of intrigue in
that “Golden Triangle”.]

In 1959 Vice President
Nixon was flying all over the
begins to make more sense why a world, acting just like presidential
break-in above and beyond some material. It was an easy race for
silly gaining of lists of voters and Nixon.
Congressman Jerry Ford
political was doing a great job fundraising
election
plans.
for
speakers; does it not?]
for Nixon, as was George Bush.
After Nixon’s landslide victory in 1972, he knew he had to please see NIXON/BUSH, next page
‘centralize all power into the White
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The mayor was the brother
of General Cabell, whom the CIA
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ace.

The rich loved Nixon. The media
picked up every bone Nixon tossed
out to them. The biggest problem
was that Nixon was afraid to speak
openly of this plan to invade Cuba.
The plan was a secret. No sense in
alerting Cuba to the coming invasion . But Kennedy was taking a
harder line on Cuba than Nixon,
because Kennedy was not aware of
the corporate/CIA planned invasion.
Nixon lost the 1960 race by
the smallest margin in history. At
first Bush, Nixon, Cabell and Hunt
decided to just go ahead with ,the
invasion, without informing President Kennedy. Then, at the last
second, at 4 a.m., just two hours
before the invasion was set to go,
General Cabell called JFK and
asked for permission to provide
U.S. air cover for the CIA invasion. Kennedy said NO.
The CIA was furious with
JFK, but decided to go ahead with
their private invasion anyway. Due
to poor intelligence, the CIA landed
at the worst possible beach.
A
swamp. The invasion failed. The
CIA lost 115 of its best men, killed,
with another 1100 in Cuban prisons. It was the worst single blow
the CIA ever suffered. (Source: E.
Howard Hunt, Give Us This Day)
Bush, Nixon and Hunt
blamed Cabell for asking Kennedy,
and blamed Kennedy for saying no.
They were livid with anger.
Nixon’s corporate sponsors ordered
JFK to make any deal necessary to
recover the 1100 CIA agents imprisoned in Cuba. JFK did. Once
the CIA had its well-trained Cubans
back, they decided to continue the
invasion of Cuba just as soon as
they could get rid of that S.O;B.
Kennedy.
The 1964 election was fast
Nixon was running
approaching.
against Kennedy again. Bush, Ford
and Nixon knew that they had to get
rid of JFK now, or else the
Kennedy clan, with Robert and Ted
in the wings, could control the
White House until 1984. They decided not to wait until ’84 to get
back in the White House.
The
Cuban teams of “shooters” began
following Kennedy from city to city
looking for a window of opportunity to shoot from.
They came
close in Chicago, but couldn’t get
the cooperation of Mayor Daley .
But in Dallas they had an

blamed for the failure of the invasion. The general prevailed on his
l/24/92 #l
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brother, Earl, and the motorcade
As we sit to pen this rr,(ming
was changed to pass the grassy
knoll at 3 m.p.h.
[H: Answers we must again look at the nidden
your
questions
about
who and not at that which is presented
changed and arranged the motor- for your viewing.
What is being set-up behind the
cade route, from a couple of
writings back, doesn’t it?] Hunt guise of the “Shuttle” is established
and Sturgis shot JFK from the with hook-ups to the pulse system
Grassy knoll. They were arrested, grid. It is time to speak of friends
photographed and seen by 15 wit- and enemies, for you have long
nesses . But the media turned a since forgotten how to discern the
You must rise above
blind eye to the photos, and for 25 difference.
years the world has been searching and move outside that which is
for truth--and what happened to the “obvious” for that which is
photos. m: Keep in mind, also, “obvious” is staged for your perthat one shot was fired at ception and that which is hidden is
Kennedy from his own “secret what controls you.

Arms Deals

service” driver.]

On the day JFK was murdered, Nixon, Hunt and some of the
Watergate crew were photographed
in Dallas, as were a group of
Cubans, one holding an umbrella
up, like a signal, next to the President’s limo just as Kennedy was
shot.
The Cubans can be seen
holding up the signal umbrella
clearly in the Zapruder film and
.dozens of stills taken during the assassination. After the murder they
can be seen calmly walking away.
Nixon denied he was in
Dallas that day, but new photos and
stories prove he was there. Nixon
claimed to the FBI he couldn’t remember where he was when JFK
was killed. Bush, too, claims he
can’t remember where he was.
Jack. Anderson did .a TV special in
1988 proving beyond any shadow
of doubt that two of the tramps
arrested in Dallas behind the
grassy knoll were Hunt and Sturgis. m: Further, if you pin Tip
O’Neill down to revealing his
source of information regarding
those grassy knoll shots--he, too,
knows they were fired and who
fired them!]

After the murder, former
Vice President Nixon.- asked President Lyndon Johnson to appoint
Nixon’s friend, former .FBI agent
Jerry Ford, to ‘i-un the Warren
Commission. Nixon also asked LBJ
to appoint Nixon’s long-time supporter, Judge Earl Warren, to head
the Commission.
LBJ agreed.
Ford interviewed all the witnesses
Please se-eNIXON/B~SH,.next page

ARMS/NUCLEAR WEAPONS
In the very wake of showing
you massive testing of huge Soviet
missiles your government comes
forth and suddenly Mr. Bush is
talking about money available from
cutbacks in your defense system because there is no longer a threat.
Well, which is it? I CAN ALSO
MAKE A SPECULATION AND
MY RESOURCES ARE FAIRLY
GOOD AND QUITE ACCURATE-YOU DON’T HAVE A THREAT
FROM THE RUSSIANS, AS
SUCH. The Soviets have continued
their weapons buildup to insure
themselves AGAINST you nice,
humanitarian Englishmen governed
Americans and YOUR allies. Oh,
indeed there is a large faction of
“your allies” in the Soviet cartel but
fortunately, the ones in control of
the major weapons in the Soviet
Union are not interested nor do they
wish to blow up the world. Mark
my words, please--they do not want
a world holocaust under ANY
CIRCUMSTANCES.
If they had
wanted to destroy you they would
have done so when you had the big
“missile crisis” in Cuba with John
Kennedy. They had ample missiles
capable of totally destroying your
nation--RIGHT OFF SHORE!
KNOW that the ones who
“appear” to be your enemies--are
the ones who will stop the destruction of your world. And, oh yes,
they are in the middle of total
blackmail of your nation and the
other
“allied”
riations--RIGHT
NOW. They intend to have you
feed their people and rebuild their

nations which YOU HAVE DESTROYED. THEY HOLD THE
“TRUMP
CARD”,
CHELAS,
AND
FORTUNATELY
FOR
YOU--THEY DO. You aggressors
cannot get far enough into space to
launch- effective war.
You only
have capability of blowing away
your globe. I tell you now--those
ones called the “white Russians”
(nothing to do with color, dear
ones--go read your history books),
the Christ teachings followers--will
be instrumental in salvaging your
planet. It is up to the rest of the
world what you allow to happen in
your nations as to your level of
freedom within
those nations
eventually.
Your Soviet enemies (the Protocol-following Soviets) have had
great charades to fool the world-and hopefully their own people--but
it has not worked--only you in
America bite the fool’s gold.
The Russians do not “hate” nor
wish ‘any harm to you American
sheep--they are fighting the deadliest enemy of all creation and that
enemy has absorbed your govemment and all of your industry tid
have proven that they will destroy
ALL, in the lying name of God and
Freedom. What they are doing is
feeding the hand of the Throne of
England, the British Crown, the
British Israelis. Well, but aren’t
these people the “chosen of god”?
Indeed--it just happens to be the
King of Darkness and physicalness-NOT THE GOD OF LIGHT AND
INFINITE LIFE.
You, however, of the so-called
“free world” (the most imprisoned
people since slavery ships from
Africa to America) are pawns. Cheney tells you that the Soviets (he
doesn’t know what to call these new
blackmailers either) are “cutting nuclear weapons by 80 %‘I(?). This
comes in the same newscast as the
showing of a massive test in this
new “commonwealth”.
Then,
comes your President and he says
that, suddenly, it is fine to get rid
of all nuclear
weapons, all
aerospace industry (50,000 to be
laid off in Southern California alone
in the next months) and “there is no
Please see ARMS, next page
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and decided which ones would be
heard and.which ones eliminated.
It is no coincidence that
Nixon selected Ford as his Vice
President after Spiro Agnew was
ousted. When Nixon himself got
busted in the Watergate scandal,
Earl Warren offered to set up another special commission if it would
help get him out of trouble again.
Ford, of course, pardoned Nixon
for the Watergate burglary, but
Nixon was still not out of the
woods. There are some 4000 hours
of Watergate tapes. On the June
23, 1972 discussions with John
Dean and Haldeman, there is clear
evidence that Nixon was openly
“confessing” to hiring Hunt to kill
JFK. That is why the Watergate
“investigation” went into secret sessiodl after Congress heard some of
the tapes. That is why only 12
hours of the 4000 hours have been
released to the public. [H: Do you
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News Briefs

“slime molds”. Are these the very
most important things you would
wish to have abundantly about your
HAVE YOU
civilized world?
What can Bush tell you? LOST YOUR CAPABILITY OF
Worse, you have to get through Su- THINKING? My, my, I would
per Bowl Sunday--the largest dis- think you macho humans who
traction on your globe and THAT shoot women and children in the
IS WHY THE SHUTTLE IS DO- name of humanitarian leadership
ING ITS THING THIS WEEK! A would recognize the insult to your
billion plus dollar space launch to intelligence!
But no, you lien
study slime is hardly worthy of the this morning to the President
laughing you will do. They have promising more funding to the
toyed with you like a bug and a “Space Programs”--such as Mars.
kitten. Slime? They didn’t even Mars?? Are you all insane?
bother to correct the term to “algae”
IMMUNIZATIONS
which would be intelligent study.
They took the most ridiculous thing
Have you ones not noticed the
ihey could to see if it would “fly”-and look, IT HAS!! Let’s see now- new laws on immunizations for
-“fruit flies”and “worms/bugs” and children? Federal laws have it that
by year 2000 ALL CHILDREN IN
THE WORLD WILL BE IMMUARMS,cont. from previous page
NIZED.
INOCULATED
AND
VACCINATED!
Starting
now
all
longer a threat” rings from the airthink you will actually do better
children going to school will have
waves.
in release of CIA tapes regarding
to have DOCUMENTED
BY
EVERY NATION HAS ONE
the assassination?
No-but there
PHYSICIAN, papers of immunizawill be some clues which will slip
tion records--current and including
What of all those missiles and ALL required “shots” for whatever
through if the investigators are
warheads scattered in and through diseases given you as required.
indeed careful.]
Did Congress realize that ALL other nations? Dear ones, that
For a while children will be alNixon and Bush had openly dis- is a REAL problem. You are being lowed into the schools without imcussed killing JFK for stopping the brought to your knees by those very munizations if the parents refuse on
air cover for the Bay of Pigs inva- well planned placements--thanks to the basis of “religion”. BUT--those
sion of Cuba? Remember, Nixon the British Crown.
This is not untreated children will be suspended
taped virtually every discussion he “let’s be friends” time, this is “let’s from school in the event of any outhad with anyone in his inner circle, make a deal”--“you Americans break of anything in the classrooms.
including Bush, in order to black- come into the fold like dutiful I would say that in the winter you
mail people later. There is a photo slaves and we MAY spare your will find those children NEVER in
of Bush reporting to Nixon in the lives. ” YOU HAVE BEEN DE- school. This program, with all the
White House in 1968. It will be STROYED FROM WITHIN AT bloodletting, etc., at birthing--will
most interesting to see what they THE VERY TOP OF YOUR get every child numbered and into
were talking about on that day, GOVERNMENT AND LEADER- the system. The inoculations and
when and if the full 4000 hours are SHIP.
vaccinations insure that the proper
released and if they are released unYour enemy will smile and diseases can be introduced at the
reconstructed. The key to unlock- show you exactly that which they appropriate time to wipe out large
ing the secrets behind the 1963 have done and, believe me, they
masses of the population through
murder of JFK is hidden within the like me these days--for I am telling
biotechnological warfare--direct to
3988 hours of unreleased White you what they eventually will have
individuals through injected incubaHouse tapes.
to tell you. They would far rather tion facilities.
m: Bush was also just you be angry and rebellious to me
happening to be in Dallas the day than to their forces come to give IS AMERICA. THEN. &ENReagan was shot-isn’t that inter- you instructions. All you have to
EMY OF RUSSIA?
esting?]
do is listen to the blathering about
The point is that there was such election campaigns and the maJust the facts, Hatonn--just tell
a massive conspiracy to take-out nipulation of the mental perception us the facts. YES! You are the
Kennedy that it is impossible to of the masses. Oh, the advertisers strongest nation in the total clutches
consider only one without including are in full swing and glory--along of the Khazarian adversary. The
Kennedy phned
to with flag-waving. Note a lack, at Russians have been efforting to get
the whole.
close down the Vietnam War, he this time of election time, of UN the Khazars out of their nations
was a massive cog in the Cuban in-- flag, Israeli flag and others--just since their original presenting
bunches of U.S. flags draped ev- therein. The only hope you have,
Please ke NIXON/BUSH, next page
erywhere.
STATE OF THE UNION
PEECHQ

world, is through those nice Space
Men out there in Cosmospheres and
the ones who control the majority of
the Russian nuclear warheads. That
is NOT, at this time, YELTSIN’S
NIT WITS. Yeltsin is a nothing.
Why don’t you LOOK.
Look at what you are succumbing to now--billions of dollars in aid
to the “new commonwealth”. This,
right after a program special that
shows 90% of all AID being sold as
stolen goods on the black-market.
Come, come, ‘chelas, you are delivering the “stuff’ and sending
“guards” to see to its dispersement-This is more
chuckle, chuckle.
cover to allow total integration of
your people within their people.
You are no longer a world power of
You are
any merit--America.
bankrupt and you are being pulled
by the puppet masters.
I once told my little ones here,
that these very JOURNALS would
save their lives. So be it. You of
Lighted God also bear a sign and
those of you with the “sign” are offlimits. First, you are off-limits for
accidental damage--if it can be
avoided and through threat of
consequences most unpleasant--the
adversary is to leave you alone as to
physical damage. The total idiots
and programmed nerds will continue assaulting but the persecution
that will come will be unto ones
CLAIMING to be in God’s innercircle and yet SERVE THE ADVERSARY. I’m sorry but that includes the false Christians who have
been suckered into a holy war at the
lies and magic potions of the
Zionist Khazars.
COSMOSPHERES
There are always misunderstandings and “accidents” in the actions of human beings. It is quite
new that we share your air spaces,
for instance. What happened at this
very location wherein my scribe
writes at Thanksgiving two years
past--tells the tale. The large assault was to have been totally
blocked by the Cosmospheres present and the overflight was staged
by those brothers--but it was overlooked quite bluntly, that the U.S.
plane in point of assault was pulse
Please see BRIEFS, next page
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UP FOR THE BOOK CONSPIR-

completely into a cocoon about your tacks to great extent. That, howbeing for it is your ONLY counter ever, is not the main reason--the
frequency and shield.
facts are that we have taken far
OF 300. I shall also continue to
more control over the situation and
REALLY?
give you Outlay Of facts, names
our people. You will note, further,
in this area of almost daily and nuand places for Until YOUmove out
“Are
you,
Hatonn,
telling
us
merous blasts to the shield, that you
of the fog of ignorance You will
that our resources are really out of have had a peaceful time since New
continue
to Serve the very mmRussia?” YES, YES AND YES! Year’s and the final “hookup” at
ster eating Your very beings=
You have allowed the play to Even Edgar Casey told you all as Edwards. This is neither good nor
unfold to perfection--slowly,
ever much. Your ENEMY IS WITHIN bad, just different.
YOU OPENED
so slowly have you allowed one YOUR HOUSE.’
You will all note the massive
thing after another as “they” THE DOOR AND ASKED HIM “receiving installation”--$lOO milmake it sound so reasonable and IN--HE IS WITHIN YOUR VERY lion at Mojave. That is part of the
comfortable under “let us tend BEINGS FEASTING ON YOUR, above mentioned system but it also
is to monitor our direct transmisYou”* No, chelas, it is truly-- VERY SOULS.
It was said by one of your writ- sions. They still cannot decode our
‘Watch my him and Kiss my
Gradually, but with ers, “It is the folly of the world, pulses but can now take direct
DonkeY!”
ever-increasing speed and diver- constantly which ‘confounds its wis- “dictation” onto their equipment
sity of attack, have you been de- dom. Not only out of the mouths without having to keep destroying
voured and brought into total of babes and sucklings, but out of Dharma’s computer.
But much
helplessness* It in done--beloved! the mouths of fools and cheats, we more important for us--they have to
It is done! The intent iS now t0 may often net our truest lessons,” stop destroying Dharma.
begin to take out the Arabs in to- Oliver Wendell Holmes. But I beThe reason Spielberg and other
lieve one that surpasses this is, “A notable private citizens were asked
tal--that means nuclear war.
way foolishness has of revenging it- to participate is to allow you to
AGREEMENT WITH
self is to excommunicate the world.” think this installation- is a private
CHINA/ISRAEL FOR TRADE
But to top the list of sayings as to enterprise for seeking contact with
folly and foolishness is exactly that possible ET’s. It has been in all the
Trade? What does Israel have which is intended by the Protocols news. Funny thing, however, it
to trade? Israel has one PROD- to rest upon you as a mantle of de- was up and operational before anyUCT--dealing in weapons and ceit: From The Yiddish Proverbs: one told you-the-public. Further, it
drugs! The U.S. supports Israel in “What use is wisdom when folly was brought into Edwards in mastotal and sets up funds for the reigns?”
sive pieces aboard six squadrons of
“trading material” and Israel stages
WHAT USE INDEED?
four each of your largest transport
the buys and sells all over the
Salu 8
craft. Don’t be foolish, chelas--the
world--aided and abetted by the
point is to monitor all of you from
l/20/92 #l
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Elite Committee of 300.
specific coordinates throughout the
MONDAY
Whatever kind of “agreement”
“grid”. The major receiving station
there might be--don’t count on Is(Soviet) in Cuba can, with proper
TODAY'S WATCH
rael ultimately winning--the Chinese
relays, have me whisper in Califorhate the Israelis with a passion unnia and it is monitored in Cuba on
Hatonn
present
in
the
Light
of
that equipment. By the way--it has
surpas=d.
All Divine God, the Light. May been there and o@tional
for
we share that you might be given decades.
McNAMARA<
into seeing and hearing with clarity.
But, they are getting ready to
Two things to watch and make ET’s known tot you and are
“But last night McNamara said - ” Yes indeed, didn’t he? He and KNOW as you attend news and laying the groundwork for your
(just sit quietly a moment, Dharma, next big misadventuk--so be it.
LarryKinghada simply
wonderful
time sharing lies and discounting we will take care of the problem). They are looking for, ET’s (other
the JFK film. After all, McNamara [For you readers--when we have than Ys, be assured) for the Elite
was Secretary of Defense--YES, these interruptions it needs to be have also been misled by their own
AND SO WAS HE HEAD OF noted that when we are writing, this leaders and they fully expect there
THE WORLD BANK--you had is also the way Dharma receives her to be a back-up fleet coming to their
better get priorities in proper order! communication. The individual at- assistance and “rapture”. WE simHe is completely entangled in the tacks upon her through the route of ply utilize your already present
the electronic equipment, i.e., this equipment and are therefore disCommittee of 300.
Does this mean that our enemies computer, are lessening consider- counted. No one from the Cosmos,
are all around us already?? IN- ably for the surveillance has not in evil actions, is allowed through
DEED--ALL AROUND YOU! I been able to break our code for OUR shield to get to you. If you
some time. The efforts don’t stop have ones in the airspaces now,
AMERICA WEST
and occasionally in the %canning they belong to the Earth attachments
P.O. BOX 986
for breakthrough” they manage to
TEHACHAPI, CA 93581
get a “hit”. Since the military grid Please see BRIEFS, nest page
800-729-4131
system became operational you will

HIERARCHY:
THE
ATORS’
capable.
*
So, does this mean that Space STORY OF THE COl!JMITTEE
Command

is

somehow in those
Cosmospheres ‘7
. No--it means that

for the present time, the Cosmospheres are insuring your planet and
lives and represent the Russian Defense System. The Antarctic writings, the Falklands, Australia--and
on and on, are set-up by your soMOST
called
allies--YOUR
you
must
DEADLY ENEMIES.
separate your Government from
selves, citizens. The top echelons
of your Government and Industry
are mere arms and fingers of your
Enemy--YOU HAVE TRULY BECOME SLEEPING VICTIMS.
I can’t have time to longer
discuss this for our purpose is to
allow you t0 find,

or debate,

WHO

without

Am

quarrel

yam

ENEMIES and that means
must read and confront.
NIXON/BUSH, cont. from previous
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vasion, he was on the edge ot
botching the Golden Triangle govemment cover-up and integration
within the drug trade and he was
going to take back Constitutional
production of “money” and take out
the Federal Reserve System. Indeed, he was a target of targets.
Oliver Stone has only just begun his
work--I repeat, PUBLIC, SupPORT

THIS

EFFORT

FOR

NOW THAT IT IS OpE~lq&
you
CAN
GLEAN
SUCH
TRUTH r]~ you BUT ALLOW

THE~~NTINIJATIOPJ~F mE
LIE UNFOLDMENT.
IT IS
THROUGH THE COVER-UP OF

ALLOFTHESEINSIDECRIMES
WHICH HAS CAUSED YOUR
NATION

TO FALL PREY

TO

THE INTRODUCTION OF YOUR
VERSATILE
OF YOU-THE-PEOPLE.

MORE

ENEMIES

SO

BE

IT.
May insight be given into your
reading--if no more than to give action into your writing to encourage
the daring few who stand in the line
of fire. North may call it “under
fire”--1 am interested in the ones “in
the line of fire”--bravely offering
your nation a chance to reclaim
greatness. I salute these ones with
whom I am most humbly honored
to serve.
Let us close for this segment,
please. Hatonn to stand-by. 0
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and are totally restricted to your
own galaxy and specifically away
from Earth! GOD DOES INTEND
TO WIN THIS LITTLE ENCOUNTER WHEN YOU ARE
READY TO CLEAN UP YOUR
ACT!]
We are all-clear so let us continue. I was going to speak of the
receiving system at Edwards as we
started to write and now, I believe
we have covered it sufficiently to
move on to more urgent attentions,
SHAMIR/SHARON/ISRAEL
This is a most urgent and potentially deadly circumstance unfolding
in Israel. It is all orchestrated and,
unfortunately for the world, is a nuclear war potential--like in a matter
of days or weeks.
Shamir
will
undergo
a
“confidence vote”. He is not supposed to win. Note that the two
groups pulling away from the government are more hard-line than
Shamir’s group remaining.
They
walked out because Shamir insisted
on continuing
“Peace Talks”.
Shamir had no alternatives remaining to him and, as always, the plans
were laid and the blueprints are in
fine order. Shamir is supposed to
lose--Sharon is supposed to take
control.
At this time, remember, Sharon
as “Housing Minister” IS THE
ONE putting settlers by the hundreds into the “no-no” places. The
blueprints have been worked out at
the direction of the British Crown
and are INTENDED TO WORK.
The lines are being ‘established to
move right along into small wars
(nuclear), pull down the Moslem
world and present “the” temple of
Solomon to the neighborhood. That
is THE temple and, therefore, all
the misdirected religious Christian
leaders will be whooping, supporting and bowing to the “chosen
ones” while your planet surface is
rendered totally incapable of sustaining life. Mark my words--you
are watching the death of a planet
and her people, IF YOU OF GOD
FAIL TO TAKE NOTE AND
ACT. TIME HAS RUN OUT IN
THAT HOURGLASS. IT LAYS
UPON ITS SIDE AWAITING
fOUR AWAKENING OR CONTINUED SLEEPING.
GOD IS
PATIENT--HE HAS ETERNITY

Conspiracy to create a
Holy War

IN PERFECTION--DO YOU???
It would appear that this is a
“Jewish religious scheme”. No, it
is orchestrated, as are all of the adversarial actions, right out of the
Dr. Coleman has graciously
Committee
of
300
with
headquarters in the British Crown.
granted offering of a Special Report
he revised in 1990. (Just to show
DISTRACTORS
you that these things are not conjured to fit in with a particular disThe other activities scattered cussion.)
He has written more,
about this morning are simply dis- long prior to 1990 but Athis is the
tractors. Iran is ready to take on Is- most suitable to insert at this time
rael and has now acquired billions of evolution in the Israeli cause.
of dollars of equipment with which
If you don’t already get John’s
to do it--right into Tehran. Along newsletters, etc. I can only suggest
with each hostage released, went you carefully consider doing so
billions of dollars in military with claiming of prior writings as
equipment to Iran and $2 million well. At my request he is efforting
for each released person--in CASH. to push through his books which
Remember, Iran still has the cream will integrate the evil octopus into
of the Iraq military flying resource. and under its head of operations.
Further, the reason Bush wants to To do this, it is difficult to stay
go back to war with Iraq is because right on top of all correspondence
I
they are again capable of a major and regular documentations.
thank
him
for
sharing.
Will the
war and, this time, they won’t wait
Publisher please give instructions as
for the fun and games.
Saudi Arabian “coalition lead- to how to contact or subscribe to his
ers” (from the Gulf War) are, right work? His location is fully covered
now, asking more defense and mil- for reasons of protection but Mr.
itary presence from the United Na- Green will be able to direct you for
ordering
information.
tions--they know they are in SERI- general
OUS trouble.
HELL IS JUST America West Publishers, P.O. Box
ABOUT READY TO HAPPEN. 986, Tehachapi, California 93581,
Do not look to old buddy Assad, Tel. l-800-729-4131.
As is my system of comment, as
either. Syria will always go to the
highest bidder and you will never we write and I need comment, I
know from day to day WHO made shall utilize brackets, i.e. m:].
the highest BID.
SPECIAL REPOS
The United States is committed
to go to war on the side of Israel CONSPIRACY TO CREATE A
and there you have it, America.
HOLY WAR
Doom *and Gloom Hatonn has
Dr. J. Coleman (revised 1990)
struck again! !!
In recognition of the fact that I
have just been speaking of Israel, I
Jerusalem is a holy city for
shall go ahead and write for the millions of Christians and Moslems,
next edition of the LIBERATOR and as well as for Jews. At the center
then we can get back to the CIA.
of Jerusalem stands the second most
holy site of Islam, the Dome of the
DR. COLEMAN
Rock Mosque. The first is the holy
city of Mecca, where the prophet
Hatonn again pushing this Dr. Mohammed is buried, a city to
Coleman? Ah, indeed. Do you which millions of Moslems make a
want information or do you simply pilgrimage during Hai. [H: Yes, I
want to pick around in half-truths am aware that I have covered all
and “other peoples’ reproduced in- this information very carefully in
formation”?
Dr. Coleman is not the JOURNALS;
however,
we
NEW, chelas, he has been writing have thousands of new readers
intelligence material for decades-- who will not have any exposure to

These are the incidents and locations which will focus your very
existence and infinite journey.]

For the past two years in
Arab lands occupied by the Israelis,
there has been a concerted drive to
take away the land from its rightful
owners without compensation, and
the occupation of the West Bank is
being solidified by “creeping”
methods, as more and more militant
Jewish settlers take Arab property
by force and without compensation
for its rightful owners.
The de
facto leader of the movement to annex the West Bank rapidly and run
the Arabs off is Ariel Sharon, a
powerful figure with reputed links
to the German Mafia, and until recently, he was the Israeli Defense
Minister.
Sharon destabilized the Middle East with his invasion of
Lebanon, after he secretly received
the go ahead “green light” from
Alexander Haig, behind the back of
President Reagan. Haig was Secretary of State at the time, a former
NATO official and a serving member of the New York Council on
Foreign Relations. Haig is also a
low-echelon messenger for the Club
of Rome headed by Aurelio Peccei.
When copies of the illicit telex traffic between Haig and Sharon were
given to President Reagan, he allowed Haig to resign instead of
publicly firing him. At that meeting the President also got information implicating Haig in activities
on behalf of the British, which
showed that Haig favored the
planned attack on the Falklands,
about which the President had been
kept in the dark. (For details please
see the PHOENIX JOURNAL,
SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET.)
President Reagan, like all of
his predecessors, was a prisoner of
the Zionist lobby in Washington.
He did not dare to do anything
which might be construed as “antiZionist” so he did not fire Haig,
who at the very least should have
been placed on trial for treason.
The President could not very well
The Insider Report, The World In- this information without hours of punish Haig while allowing Sharon
telligence Review, the John Cole- researching into the books.
If to cut a swath of death and deman Repn, etc. Others utilize his you can’t recite names, places, struction through Lebanon so he
dates, actions and intentions-- demonstrated his importance by
please
be kind for it is important
Please see BRIEFS, next page
Please see HOLY WAR, next page
for

YOU

to

refresh

ydurself.
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of our own work--for
49-50 full books on a myriad of
material constantly--mostly as “their failing to do the one thing which subjects in 30 months required no
own”. When this happens--espe- would have sent the Israeli army allowed time for “checkiig” or
cially without credit-line--there is back to Israel; he refused to cut off investigation. That is not only for
truth to be gleaned and you had best military aid and money to Israel. HER confirmation--but
for your
pay attention.
own
as
weii,
as
readers.]
Instead the President of the world’s
BRIEFS, cont. from previous page

HOLY WAR, cont. from previous page

verification

John does not “just happen” to
be desperate to the point of having
to share with ET’s in some insane
manner.
GOD KNOWS WHAT
HE IS DOING AND ONLY
CHOOSES INPUT FROM ONES,
OR
PORTIONS
THEREOF,
WHICH ARE CCURATE AND
CONCEPTUALLY
CORRECT.
HOW DTD YOU EXPECT GOD
TO WIN?? YOU NEED TANGIBLE
PROOF--DEMANDING
THAT PROOF CONSTANTLY
AND PHYSICALLY.
HOW

most powerful country was reduced
to pleading with Begin to save his
face and call his army back to Israel . Begin flatly refused. Then
President Reagan wasted the time
and money of the people of this
country with useless diplomatic
missions to Israel, missions which
succeeded only in making him look
more and more impotent and weak.
Because of his failure to act decisively against Sharon, Reagan was
perceived by the Arabs as a leader
who was unable to lead. Behind the
scenes, just as it is with everything
involving U.S. foreign policy, was
the Black Nobility and the British
aristocracy.
I have explained many times
before that the British have controlled the course of events in the
Middle East for centuries, acting
through a number of Arab specialists like Sir John Glubb Pasha, T.
E. Lawrence (Lawrence of Arabia),
Lord Cuzon, Lord Cromer, Wilfred
Blount, Arnold Toynbee, and perhaps the greatest Arabist of all time,
St. John Philby. It is the British
who began the agitation inside Israel between the Sephardics and the
Ashkenazim, which is manifesting
itself by acts of open hostility between the two strains of so-called
Jews. The Sephardics have always
been second class citizens in Israel
and they are being taught how to
develop a strong dislike for what
they call the “European” Jews,
meaning those Jews of Ashkenazim
descent, who of course are not of
Europe but are eastern, being of
Indo-Turk origin. [H: Khazarian.

Rioting erupted in Jerusalem
on December 27th, 1988, between
the two groups. The Sephardics
painted slogans on the walls which
read “Send the Ashkenazim to Treblinka and Auschwitz,” and “The
Sephardic revolution has begun. ”
Swastikas were also painted on
many buildings owned by Ashkenazim Jews. The Sephardics support Sharon, whom they view as the
“new king of Israel”. Most of the
Cabinet members of the Israeli government are afraid of Sharon so
nothing has been done to discourage
such sentiments, and the Sephardics
hailed Sharon as a hero, following
his excursion into Lebanon. But no
Ashkenazim leader will ever upgrade the “colored” Sephardics
above their present level; in this
way he does pay attention, he
makes periodic tribal calls and appeals for unity to them.
High on the list of priorities
of the Sephardics is the open and
forced annexation of the West
Bank. Sharon has endeared himself
to their cause, and has suggested as
a way to get rid of the Arabs, that
the testicles of every male Arab on
the West Bank be tom off. The fact
that the West Bank is being slowly
but surely annexed is not enough
for the Sephardics, they want it
done immediately and with force
used to drive off the Arabs. [H: It

THEN, CAN YOU BE SURE THE
PHYSICAL. TANGIBLE PROOF
IN PHYSICAL FORM IS “NOT”
THE COLEMAN. THE OBERLI%
THE DHARMA, THE GREENS,
THE GRIT2 AND THE OLIVER
STONE???
GOD WORKS IN
MYSTERIOUS WAYS HIS WONDERS TO PERFORM’?
SO BE
IT!

You don’t like God’s choices?
Then continue with YOURS and
allow us to see which ending is
more wondrous and glorious!
As things unfold according to
the pre-planned blueprint of the
Global Plan 2000 you will not be
liking that which will become upon
your place of habitation. There is
full intent to depopulate the planet
by those One World Kings. You
then, in turn, petition God to be
merciful. You look to the wrong
direction. It is not of “God’s” doing and I promise you that the one
unto whom you turn IS NOT
MERCIFUL!
I continually must remind you
that God of Light is infinite in
Love, in Law and in allowance.
The ultimate decisions and choosing
will be from SELF--GOD WAITS!
BUT NOT TOO MUCH LONGER
WILL HE WAIT FOR YOU WHO
MAKE NO-CHOICES IN HIS BEHALF--IF YOU MAKE “NO”
CHOICE--YOU HAVE MADE
YOUR CHOICE!
AND SO
SHALL IT COME TO PASS IN
THIS GENERATION UPON THIS
. PLACE OF EXPERIENCE.
AMERICA WEST
P.O. BOX 986

TEHACHAPI, CA 93581
800-729-4131

-

Please also understand, readers,
that Dharma, my scribe, has had
to work in blindness as to accep
tance in writing some 50 books
and it is through these very writings (from Earth-place
by research and historians) that she
may have some confirmation for
the days and long work hours and
without reward.
It is hard to
name names, places and events
and have no notion of any background or input except an envisioned resource from a ’ Spacecraft. Keep in mind that it had
to be given in this ‘manner for

gets very hard to discern as to
who is behind what for you will
find one group being prodded by
the Elite and they fall into ranks
and step with that which they do
not even understand.
You have
unlimited
%eligious”
fervor
pushed by the pressure of the
Elite evil controllers.
In this way
you end up with a people totally
without
“reason” or “compassion” --it becomes blind passion
with any means being justified in
the name of “religion” even if it
be genocide against others of
God’s creations.]

The Sephdrdic claim to the
West Bank Arab land is being supported by over 40 million Christian
Fundamentalist cultists led by Jerry
Falwell, Billy Graham and a number of other ‘preachers. Israel has

been able to keep a chokehold on
the USA with the help of this
group, who support the holocaust
story and the belief that the Jews
are the people of the Old Testament, the descendants of Abraham,
Isaac and Moses. Perpetuation of
this misleading doctrine by Falwell
and other “fundamentalists” is what
keeps them on the TV screens of
America and ensures the Israeli
government of a large
-pressure
please see HOLY WAR, next page
L

George/De&eel Green
Lecture at Berkeley, 3/24/91
$20.00...3 hours.

The Greensdiscusstheir involvement
with extraterrestrials and their communication with Hatonn. This is an
introductory lecture that covers all
aspects of Earth man’stransition.
George/Desiree’ Green
Palo Alto, Ca. Seminar, 7191
$20.00...3 hours

George covers his background, and
involvementwith extraterrestrials.He
gives facts on economic collapse and
details on how you can protect yourself. Desiree’introducessome of the
current Cosmic knowledgecontained
within the JOURNCLS.
Introduction To The Greens
Questions and Answers
$22.00...1-l/2 hours
Video #l

George gives information about his
involvement with Billy Meier. Includes photographs of crafi taken by
Meier and portions of live footage of
craft, plus more.
George’s UP0 Background,
Government Conspiracy And
Spiritual Lessons
$22.00...1 l/2
Video #2

George discusses his history of ET
involvement and UFO investigation.
The Global economic/political conspiracy. Desiree’discussesThe Law
of One, Creation and our personal
responsibility in our soul’s progres-

sion’ To Order These
Video Tapes Contact
Americs’ West
l-800-729-413 1
C’

.
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group which will always support it,
no matter how it acts, as we saw in
the case of Lebanon. It is a pressure group which can be counted
upon to tell any U.S. President not
to stray too far off the pathway of
support for Israel. Unfortunately
for the Arabs, they have no such
force in the U.S. which is available
to them. m: Do not “poo-poo”
this information.
I wrote in great
detail about this movement and
WHY Jerry Falwell headed the
“Moral Majority” in Washington
at the White House. You note he
is no longer there since Bush (but
that is another story and not necessary herein.)
Just note that
Falwell made an announcement
on TV to the entire world-“1 um
proud to say that I AM A ZIONIST!” Keep in mind-Zionism
is
actually a POLITICAL PARTY-not a religious order.]

The most effective ambassador which Begin has in America
is Jerry Falwell, backed up by
Copeland, Van Impe, Bakker,
Robertson and the powerful Billy
Graham. These are the “mullahs”
of America with a following of 40
million
fundamentalist
cultists.
They are being trained to lead
America into a holy war, in an alliance between Zionist extremists
and Christian
extremist-cultists
against
Muslim
fundamentalist
cultists. The spark to ignite the
conflagration is the conspiracy of
the Dome of the Rock Mosque,
hatched by the Temple Mount
Foundation run by Terry Reisenhuver. Even the Kimche brothers of
Israeli intelligence do not pose as
much a threat to the Arab nations as
does Reitinhuver’s crazy scheme.

others) each year for Israel should the truth of your Bible AS
be a cause for concern to everyone WRITTEN
while right under
in America and the Arab world, and your noses in full-view and touted
those abroad who have a genuine daily
on
TV--IT IS BEING
interest in peace tid stability for the REWRITTEN TO SUIT YOUR
Middle East. Huge sums of money SATANIC
ADVERSARY-flow into the Coffers of Zionism RIGHT UNDER YOUR NOSES
from America each year. ‘IMe a WITH YOUR FULL CONSENT
note of the following figures and it AND ASSISTANCE.]
will become apparent that there is
Now you must add to this
no government in the world which staggering sum the mind-boggling
would PERMIT such financial sum of money given by you-thedepredations to go on, other than taxpayer to Israel through our
the U.S. government.
supine and spineless U.S. govemAccording to a report by ment every year. The amount for
Don P. Levin in the British mouth- the current fiscal year was recently
piece on Wall Street, the WaZZset at $3 billion by the Congress a
Street Journal:
"Jewish
charities few weeks ago! Add to this the efraise huge amounts of money in the forts of Israeli Bond Agents, which
U.S.” &in tells the story of one this year sold some $80 million
UniVerSity
professor who is accus- worth of bonds, and you get an idea
tomed to giving $10,000 to Israel of the magnitude of the problem of
every year. hvin says “fund-rais- money flowing into Zionist coffers!
ers for Israel have become a way of [H: ~hls is far wow a disaster
life. ” He goes on to say that the and rip-off than any junk-bond
“United Jewish Appeal umbrella or- operation and you don’t even
ganization for a number of Jewish seem to take notice!]
Then you
charitable projects domestically and can add the estimated $70 million
abroad reported that last year dollars which Falwell separated
(1982) the UJA received pledges for from the pockets of. his gullible
$567 million which is up from $542 sheep-like flocks last year (1989),
million in 1981.” [H: The sum, in and which also went to Israel; I
face of the current events and wonder just how much the RevDesert Storm War, is astronomi- erend Falwell has -sent to Lebanese
cal.] The UJA’s annual budget is Christians to relieve the misery and
about one-third of the nationwide suffering inflicted upon them by the
United Way’s, even though the rampaging out-of-control
Israeli
Jewish population in this country military machine under the direction
(the USA) amounts to less than 3 of the “Butcher of Lebanon”,
percent of the total population and Sharon? Yet we, the majority of
is not very popular in general. The main-stream Christians, are actually
UJA raises more money each year to blame for this state of affairs, bethan the American Cancer Society, cause we allow it to continue, year
the American Heart Association, the after year, without a whimper or a
Muscular Dystrophy March of smidgen of protest! m: I am emDimes and the National Easter Seal barrassed to simply quote OLD
Society COMBINED.
Can you figures and sums for each year
imagine that? Over $1 billion dol- the demands and outlays become
lars collected for Zionism in two absurd and overwhehning
in

[H: Please do not embarrass your-,
selves by claiig,
“This is Chris- years? m: Can you still assume
There are NO actions that there can be no link in the
tianity.”
involved herein that even re- “new modern born-again Chrismotely s&k
or smell of Christ- tians” with new non-rules of belike behavior or a reflection of havior,
voted-in
morality
and
"I'ilphUd'
for
nothing
more
than
any one, much less all, of the
commandments of God. Remem- sh@Y believing that a man exber also, God supposedly gave isted 2000 years ago and the
world will have its glory when the
THOSE
VERY
COMMANDMENTS UNTO MOSES! HOW is Templeisbuilt
?? You who have
it that they no longer seem to fallen into this “fundamentalist”
have any merit or value to either trap in your searching for truth
the Hebrew Jerry or to the se had best do some “thinking” and
YOU HAVE “reasoning’ about the Laws of the
called Christii??
Commandments and the final day
BEENHAD, WORLD!]
confrontation
The money which leaves this of
YOU call
country (USA--not to even mention “judgment”.
You want .to tout

magnitude--but
are paid with
very little hesitancy.
How blind
can a population be?
Well, in
this town of “Little America” letters and phone calls to this publisher for pub~~h~g
this material
brings threat of death and “...the
Christian
community
will be
calling and drive you out of town-YOU WILL NOT LAST IN
THIS TOWN, you anti-Semitic
traitors,” Why the attack?
Because we said ones should look
carefully at the Gulf War and we
outlaid the plans.
The AntiDefamation
League
of B’nai
B’rith ,(Je$sh ADL) went into

Tull swing to block any information onto the media airwaves.
The ADL, remember, is an organization set up to make lists of
problem people, etc., for the
British--structured
right out of
the Committee of 300 through the
Royal Institute of International
Affairs (RIIA). Does that sound
holy to you???]

Mr. Levin continues with his
explanation of why the Zionists are
so successful in feeding the insatiable appetite of the cuckoo
fledgling deposited in our nest.
“Underlying altruism rooted in religion, (which does not extend to any
other religion) to community leaders and fund raiser professionals are
deep-seated emotions--pride in Israel. ” It is a pity that such deepseated altruistic emotion does not
extend to the victims of the U.S.
supplied and equipped Israeli Air
Force, which bombarded Beirut,
Tyre and Sidon without mercy, in a
manner not seen since the Tavistock
war criminal Winston Churchill ordered the destruction of Dresden.
[H: Remember, this was written
prior to the Gulf War.]
The

senseless savage barbaric exercise
Please see HOLY WAR, next page
r
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NEW BOOK RELEASE

HATONN:
“You ones must be
prepared to recognize the names,
labels and places from whence
comes your so-called”health” care.
I refer to the practice of medicine
as the “CUT, SLASH, BURN
AND POISON” insult against a
living life-form. I call this JOURNAL,
HIGH PRIESTS AND

RABBIS IN THE TEMPLE because that is what “health care” has
come to represent. The hospital
(and research lab) is the “temple”,
the practitioners are the priests and
rabbis. “Trust me with your life but
ask me for no explanations,” is the
byline..“for I am God of your being”.
TO ORDER CONTACT
AMERICA WEST

.

l-800-729-4131
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of air-power took the lives of thousands of Lebanese and wrecked
property, including hospitals and
schools, with damage running into
the billions of dollars. Where is the
Reverend Falwell when it comes to
that side of the coin? Is he preaching out in condemnation of the
Zionists? No! He is actually exhorting his “fundamental” cultist
sheep to SUppOrt the barbaric actions of the Zionists!
when Americans and even
Jewishpeople began to protest, Mr.
Begin did not turn to the Kimche
tmhers or to Moshe Arens; no, he
phoned the Reverend Jerry Falwell
and got him to tell the White House
to back off! Falwell did more than
that, he actually approved of the
Zionist’s activities in Lebanon, and
told his shorn flock to do the same
thing!
According to the reliable
magazine Action, 19,085 civilians
lost their lives in Lebanon, yet Falwell and the 80,000 “fundamental”
cultists’ preachers raised no word of
protest. This is all in accordance
with the word of God, according to
them!
The figure I have given does
not include the Palestinian refugees
slaughtered in the Shatila refugee
camp outside Beirut. No doubt the
Reverend Falwell places such barbarity in the realm of God’s will. I
would like to ask Falwell how much
mbney he, has collected for the
Christian Palestinians who lost father’s and providers in the horror of
Shatila. Perhaps he doesn’t consider them as Christians, since they
don’t belong to his “fundamentalist”
cult. m: They only follow that
one called Jesus Christ and HIS
messengers.]
On November 11th,

1982, more than 400 Christian fundamental cult preachers gathered at
the Silver Springs, Maryland Synagogue. The Jewish Week reporting
Washin&on
said
from
that
“Enthusiastic applause greeted Dr.
John Walvoord and Pastor Randy
Sager’s call to ‘support Israel’.
Sager emphasized Israel’s right to
the land of Palestine. ” The Jewish
Week reported that part of the twoday event was a “joint-worship of
Jews and Christians at the Washington Heights Hebrew Congregation”. If you did not realize that the
Christian “fundamentalist” churches
have become thoroughly Judaized,
this report should convince you.

[H: THINK back--the Jews denied the Christ as you call Him.
They are still awaiting
their
Therefore,
“messiah” (Christ).
they proclaimed themselves “antiof ydu
Christ”.
Do
any
remember what that term means?
You cannot be Jewish anti-Christ
and Christian (pro-Christ) for the
terms are mutually exclusive and
total “opposites” in meaning. The

term Ju&O-Ch&tian
was formulated to lead you down the
primrose path to a very evil lost
cause.
At the end of that very
expensive path comes a mysterious and mystical “rapture” to
some fluffy clouds and some kind
of salvation of your physical being
along with, I suppose, a part of
your soul. There is no explanation offered and you seem to demand none! If it feels good and
sounds good--you do it and take
it! I can promise you that on the
basis of the effort to silence our
work--WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT!
The ad-

million Southern Baptist Conference, .“I love the nation of Israel, ”
This confession of
he declared.
love for Israel was made at a meeting of 12 “evangelical” cultists and
12 rabbis held at the embassy of Israel in Washington D.C. It was
billed as a “dialogue, the first meeting of its kind” by the Bbbinica.l
Council of America. But it was not
to discuss the new found “common
ground”. It discussed how best to
Put Pressure on the White House
IlOtt0 SbTiY to0 far from SUppOl? for
Israel because of criticism over its
policies and its military in Lebanon.
For the Christian fundamentalist
cult, Edward McAteer of the Relig ious Round Table (a Heritage
Foundation funded front for the
Club of Rome and a Fabian stronghold), John Cummuta of the Na-

tional Religious Broadcasters, and
Rogers Of
the Ryv* Adrian
MemPhls bent over backward to
express loyalty to the Zionist cause.
“Some of
the
RogerS
said
misconceptions we ‘have inflicted
versary is getting very, VERY un- toward the Jews and the Jews
comfortable as truth pours forth. toward Christians will now be
I am left to wonder
In fact the groups are working erased”.
faster and mor& in a frenzy to whether Rogers has ever read the
sucker YOU in BEFORE YOU Jewish bible, and if so, how can
REALIZE TRUTH. YOU are the
target of the trap, brethren.]

The theme of the “worship”
was that evangelicals (the fundamentalist cult) have been finding a
lot of common ground with the
Jews. The Christians invited Prime
Minister Begin to address an
“evangelical” meeting of the First
Baptist Church in Dallas, an appointment Begin wasn’t able to keep
owing to the death of his wife. The
Silver Springs gathering drew participants from Texas and California.
Another speaker was Azariah Rapaport, billed as an “advisor” to the
Israeli Embassy in Washington. He
urged the fundamental cultists to
“go back and counter the lies being
spread about Israel (he was talking
about the atrocities in Lebanon)
while also spreading the word of the
Lord from Zion.” The conference
issued
a
stating:
declaration
“Fundamental
evangelicals
are
committed to the security of Israel,
oppose anti-Zionism
and antiSemitism, and see the establishment
of Israel as an undeniable fulfillment of Biblical prophecy.”
An astonishing declaration
was made by the Revererid Adrian
Rogers, past president of the 14

this Square with what it &&es

about Christ? [H: The entire Jewish Bible, Zionist Protocols and
Manifesto are blatant instructions

for KEJJNG
OFF AND GETTING RID OF THE CHRIS‘HANS! Please, go read it.1
********
Dharma, allow us a rest break,
Please, after I give you readers a
little homework assignment--to see
if you actually have any interest in
garnering truth for selvesI suggest that all (each) of you
simply Pick out several of these socalled leaders who preach Christ
and God’s instructions and ask them
a couple of questions.
1. What they think of the information sweeping the world called
the Phoenix materiaL
2. Demand tbat they tell YOU
whether or not they have read

ANY9 ALL OR NONE of the

Abortion

HomoSexu-

ality aid the 14th
Amendment
-RICHARD

MCDONALD

Homosexuality and lesbianism
are a violation of the common law
and the Bible, upon which t,his Nati on’s and all of the State -Constitutions were written. These were
against fie bw,
so was indisaiminate abortion, also known as
"prOlici&".

The United States Supreme
Court in Roe v. Wade was the
abortion decision, as it involved a
federal citizen under he so-&l&
14th Amendment, an avowed lesb’mn. To show the correctness of
this decision ~0 (2) points must be
shown:
14th
1. In the so-call&
Amendment the word “born” is
used, signifying that the citizenship
and protection of the so-called 14th
Amendment do not operate until
they are “born” (i.e., left the
womb). Citizenship under this socall& amendment is an admiralq/maritime
jurisdiction
mmpletely foreign to the common law.
There is no common law under this
jurisdiction. The only privileges and
immunities are those Congress has
granted. Naturally, Congress could

not grant a privilege m a "person"

who is not “born.” So, in this jurisdiction those not born are not persons and have no protections. The
privileges Congress has granted can
be taken away at any time it is in
the best in&rest of Congress to do
so. These are commonly referred to
as “civil rights.”
2. The Preamble to the ConstituGon for be United Sam of
America (1787) utilized the word
“Posterity” (capital “P”) signifying
that the future Citizens (capital “C”)
have his solid protection from the
date of conception. This Constihtion as well as all of the State
Constitutions were founded under
he c ommon Law> and are under
this Constitution. The Constitution
for

the

united

states

(1787) was wem

of

Am&a

as a protection

for the State Citizens against the

tllatedd it&f.
The OlN!S who IV- &led
Government. The States’
Part to me afta
writing and Constitution were all based upon the

MSdiig

aCCOmpanyilRg

llX3tWid is Common

Law

ad

wefe h
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“Thii is of evil and you had better

ment with the Constitution for the

pleas w HOLYWAR,next page

Please

see

14TH, next page
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United States of America (1787) as
grants of limited power to the State
governments. This was the basis for
all States to enter into the Union of
several States.
As a State Citizen, you have all
of the Common Law Rights, and
the complete protection of the Bill
of Rights against the Federal Government.
So, for those of you who do not
have primary State Citizenship of
the Union first, and are not State
Citizens (capital “C”) first as designated in the Federal Constitution
but are Federal Citizens (small “c”)
under the so-called 14th Amendment by possessing a Social Security Number (SSN) as security for
the -mounting corporate Federal
Debt, abortions for any reason are
legal. You cannot argue against the
law when the law is absolutely correct under the circumstances involved.
Next mofith I shall bring information to you about the use of the
various laws in State and Federal
courts.
You may make copies of this
and pass it around as an educational
tool to assist everyone to understand
the applications of the laws. 0
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Seminars with
George & Desirek
Green

back to Christ Jesus.” This
is most. difficult since I travel and

turn

serve WITH THIS CHRIST BE;
ING.
LISTEN
3. (For
YOU)
CAREFULLY to that which they
outlay from the podiums and airwaves and balance- it against -the
LAWS OF GOD AND CRE
Listen with an open
ATION.
mind and then read all that you
can get your hands on of their
work and reasoning on subjects
such as Israel and Zionism and
see if it actually fits with that
which even you have been given
in past lessons as to the actions of
“Christ”.

Evil &es will always direct you
to pull away from things and cast
aside such information without
reading or question of “their” authority as a “speaker” of the
Well, just “wherefrom”
WORD.
do they claim to get this “word”? I
can promise you it is NOT FROM
GOD NOR CHRIST BUT I BELIEVE YOUR BEST LESSON IS
TO GET IT IN DIRECTNESS
FOR SELVES.
Hatonn to stand aside. Thank
you. @

THE PLEIADES CONNECTION

Feb 8

Kent State University
Student Center Kiva
6:30-9:30 p.m.
Akron, Ohio
2 16-630-9592 or 2 16-677-5357
Feb 9

Cuyahoga Community College
Metro Campus, Theatre
6:30-9:30 p.m.
Cleveland, Ohio
2 16-630-9592 or 216-677-5357
March 7, Richard Rasmussen
Classic Arts Complex 12-3 p.m.
Appleton, Wise 414-739-2805
. . . . . . . . . . . . ..mmmmmmmm
i PHOENIX LIBERATOR
.
BBS

3
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(Computer Bulletin Board)
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:Effective immediately the Phoenix:
ELiberator BBS is up and running.:
nTO download information to your=
:computer simply dial (with mo-:
:dem) (805) 822-1309. The BBS is:
:nonsubscription
and functions at:
n2400 baud N-8-l. You’ll find in-:
t formation regarding citizen’s rights,n
Estate citizenship, Constitutional:
:concems and legal insights, con-:
; spiracies and somuch more. Spread:
.
n the word.
. . . . . . . . . . . . ..~~~~~~~B
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